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August 15, 2012
1412 Dial Court
Springfield, IL 62704
Bill Borchardt
Executive Director for Operations
United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001
SUBJECT:

10CFR2.206 Request Regarding Inaccurate and Incomplete Information Entered
into a Quality Assurance Record at Callaway Plant

Dear Mr. Borchardt:
I am submitting the information contained below as a lOCFR2.206 request. The address above
is my home address; ho'wever, my employment often keeps me away from home for weeks at a
time. Please send all correspondence to me electronically at either my personal email account
(LSCriscione@hotmail.com) or my work email. If you must send me a hard copy, please send it
to me at Mail Stop CSB/C2 A7.
On October 21, 2003 an operating crew at Callaway Plant failed to recognize the reactor
passively shut down while manually tripping the turbine in preparation for a forced shutdown.
For over an hour the operators were unaware that the reactor was no longer critical. Once
alerted to the status of the reactor (by a Main Control Board alarm which annunciates when a
Source Range Nuclear Instrument energizes) the operators failed to take prompt action to
conservatively place the reactor in a known safe condition. Instead, in order to conceal the
inadvertent early shutdown from their superiors, for 40 minutes they recklessly informally
relied on Xenon-135 to prevent the reactor from inadvertently restarting until the original time
planned for the reactor shutdown was met.
The incident was never documented in the plant's Corrective Action Program until it was
,nr,"I,,<>rlCln in February 2007. On September 5,2007
ring the
intentionally entered inaccurate information into a Quality Assurance record in order to conceal
his errors during the October 21,2003 incident.
The October 21, 2003 passive reactor shutdown is the same incident which you personally
discussed with the Chief Nuclear Officer of Ameren (Adam Heflin) when he came to your office
on August 13, 2010 for a "Drop-in Visit". The primary topic of discussion at that meeting is
listed in ML11363Al13 as:
2003 Reactivity Management Event of Inadvertent Passive Shutdown; Exchange
Perspectives; Confirm they are doing everything they can.
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This August 13, 2010 meeting was the meeting in which you reached an understanding with
Ameren that:
Mr. Criscione's official NRC duties and responsibilities will not involve any matters with
respect to Col/away. [see page 5 of ML111030S42]
I assume the above understanding with Ameren is the reason why you have not sought my
perspective on the October 2003 event. Since I am not to be involved in addressing matters
with respect to Callaway as part of my official NRC duties, please accept the remainder of this
letter as a 10CFR2.206 Request submitted from me in my role as a concerned member of the
public and as a licensed Professional Engineer in the State of Missouri who has public safety
concerns regarding the practices of his former employer (Ameren). I do respectfully request
though that, prior to delegating this petition to one of the offices, you read it in order to gain
my perspective of the "2003 Reactivity Management Event of Inadvertent Passive Shutdown".
Very respectfully,

I~~S'.C~~
Lawrence S. Criscione, PE
(573) 230-3959
Enclosures (9)
Cc:

Allison Macfarlane, Chairman, US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Hubert Bell, Inspector General, US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Jeanette Mott Oxford, Representative, Missouri House of Representatives.
~evin Gunn, Chairman, Missouri Public Service Commission
Lewis Mills, Public Counsel, Missouri Office of the Public Counsel

"If responsibility is rightfully yours, no evasion, or ignorance or passing the blame can shift the burden to someone else."
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lOCFR2.206 Request Regarding Inaccurate and Incomplete Information
Entered into a Quality Assurance Record at Callaway Plant

§1. Background
Callaway Plant is a nuclear reactor plant in Callaway County, Missouri which is operated by the
St. louis, MO based utility Ameren and was the location for the events which are the subject of
this petition. See Table I of Enclosure 1 for an overview timeline of the event.
On October 21,2003 a field piece of safety-related equipment was necessitating the plant to
lower power in preparation for a possible forced reactor shutdown. Around 10:18 am the NRC
licensed operators at the plant inadvertently allowed the reactor to passively shut down. The
passive shutdown of the reactor went unnoticed by the operators and occurred during a time
when the plant upper management was expecting the reactor to remain operating in the event
that the forced shutdown could be avoided.
For over an hour, the operators were unaware of the status of the nuclear fission reaction until
an alarm on the reactor's Main Control Board at 11:25 am alerted them to the fact that the
reactor had shut down at some point in the past and was no longer producing fission power. At
this point, widely accepted standards of operation dictated that the control banks should have
been immediately inserted to ensure the nuclear fission reaction could not inadvertently
restart. However, plant upper management was not expecting the reactor to be shut down
until noon and inserting the control banks prior to noon would betray the fact that the
operators inadvertently allowed the reactor to passively shut down.
From 11:25 am to 12:05 pm the operators relied on informal estimations that in the reactor
core there were still sufficient levels of the radioactive waste gas Xenon-135 to absorb enough
neutrons to prevent the reactor from inadvertently restarting.
At 12:05 pm the operators began insert the control banks. At this point no one outside the
reactor's Main Control Room was aware that, instead of using the control banks to manually
shut down the reactor, the control banks were instead being inserted into a reactor core which
had passively shut down nearly two hours earlier.
Widely accepted standards of operation dictated that the inadvertent passive shutdown of the
reactor should have been documented by the operators with a condition report in the plant's
Corrective Action Program. No such report was ever written by the crew and as such through
'the 40 minute delay in inserting the control banks the incident was successfully concealed for
3~ years.
In February 2007 the atypical nature of the October 21,2003 shutdown was noticed by an
engineer (me) who was reviewing data from past reactor shutdowns in support of a revision to
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the Reactor Shutdown procedure. For the first time the incident was documented in the plant's
Corrective Action Program.
In August 2007 ~uring the event was assigned an action to answer eight
questions regarding the incident, including "Who on the Operating Crew recognized the reactor
had shutdown?" On September 5,2007 in his answer to this q u e s t i o n " " " "
claimed that he recognized the passive reactor shutdown as it occurred. This answer conflicts
with the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission's November 2011 assessment of the event in
which they stated "... the NRC concluded that the operators were not aware of the shutdown."
This conclusion by the NRC effectively amounts to a conclusion that on 2007-09-05'"
"'entered inaccurate information into a Quality Assurance record.
The Quality Assurance record in question (Action 5 of Callaway Action Request 200702606) has
not been the subject of any earlier NRC investigations.
§1.1. Failure of Inverter NNll and Turbine load Reduction
At 7:21 am on October 20,2003, inverter NNll failed at Callaway Plant, causing a safety related
instrument bus to de-energize. This placed the plant in Technical Specification 3.8.7.A which
allotted them 24 hours to repair the inverter and restore the bus. That is, at 7:21 am on
2003-10-20, the plant had 24 hours to either repair the inverter or begin the process of shutting
down the reactor.
At 12:37 am on October 21, 2003, inverter NNll had been repaired and was placed in service
for retesting. The inverter failed its retest and at 1:00 am the operators began lowering turbine
load in preparation for a forced reactor shutdown. Note that they did not need to begin
lowering turbine load until 7:21 am, but in order to make the plant shutdown easier on their
operators they prudently began lowering reactor power more than 6 hours ahead of schedule.
At 7:21 am on October 21, 2003 inverter NNll was still not repaired. This placed the plant in
Technical Specification 3.8.7.B which allotted them 6 hours to shut down the reactor. That is,
at 7:21 am on 2003-10-21, the plant had 6 hours to either repair the inverter or complete the
process of shutting down the reactor.
Procedurally, the reactor at Callaway Plant could not be considered shutdown until a Shutdown
Margin calculation was satisfactorily performed. This calculation could take upwards of an hour
to perform, so it would not be prudent of the plant to wait until 1:21 pm (Le. the six hour limit)
to shut the reactor down. Just as a decision was made to begin the down power over 6 hours
early to avoid rushing the operators, a similar decision was made to complete the shutdown
over an hour early. That is, a decision was made to shut the reactor down at noon if the repairs
to inverter NNll were not progressing.
At 8:21 am inverter NNll was again thought to be repaired and was restored to service for
retesting. The inverter again failed its retest. See Table II of Enclosure 1.
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§1.2. Attempt to Stabilize Power at Nominally 10% Rated Reactor Power

At 9:30 am the reactor was at nominally 10% rated reactor power and the electricians were still
in the process of attempting to repair inverter NNll. Since the down power was, at this time,
about 2 hours ahead of schedule, the operators decided to hold reactor power around 10% in
order to give the electricians more time to repair the inverter. From 10% power it should take
roughly 30 minutes to complete the reactor shutdown by manually tripping the turbine and
inserting the control banks into the reactor core.
At 9:36 am and 9% rated reactor power, the operators quit lowering load on the turbine
generator in order to stabilize reactor power. However, the operators failed to account for the
buildup of the radioactive waste gas Xenon-135. When turbine power was held steady at 9%
rated steam demand, the buildup of Xenon-135 caused reactor power to continue to decrease
until it stabilized at 8% rated reactor power. With a 1% power mismatch between reactor
power and turbine power, the excess energy needed to meet steam demand came from a
lowering of the bulk enthalpy of the reactor coolant, which resulted in a 22"F/hr drop in
average reactor coolant temperature. This lowering in reactor coolant temperature caused an
insertion of positive reactivity which matched the insertion of neg~tive reactivity caused by the
continual buildup of Xenon-135. See Enclosure 1, Figure 1 and Table III.
The operators failed to recognize what was occurring and blamed the uncontrolled
temperature drop on some recently opened turbine drain valves. Some apparently faulty
indication lights associated with the turbine drains prompted the reactor operators in the Main
Control Room to coordinate troubleshooting efforts with the equipment operators out in the
plant in order to regain control of average reactor coolant temperature.
After falling 9"F in less than 25 minutes, by 10:00 am the average reactor coolant temperature
was below the plant's regulatory Minimum Temperature for Critical Operations (MTCO). This
apparently went unnoticed by the operators in that they never logged it and failed to enter the
appropriate Technical Specification (3.4.2).
The lowering in reactor coolant specific volume which accompanied the temperature drop
caused the reactor coolant's expansion volume in the pressurizer to lower. This lowering of
pressurize level mimicked a reactor coolant leak and caused the plant's letdown system to
automatically isolate at 10:00 am.
With the misguided turbine drain valve troubleshooting efforts not producing any results and
with average reactor coolant temperature continuing to uncontrollably lower, the Shift
Manager decided to manually trip the main turbine to assist in stemming the temperature
drop.
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§1.3. Manual Turbine Trip and Passive Reactor Shutdown
Between 10:03 and 10:12 am, turbine load was lowered from 9% to 5% of rated load. At.'
10:13 am the NRC licensed operators manually tripped the turbine-generator. With reactor
power momentarily still at 5% rated power immediately following the turbine trip and with no
steam demand to remove this power, average reactor coolant temperature rapidly rose. The
negative reactivity inserted by this rapid rise in reactor coolant temperature caused the reactor
to passively shut down. See Enclosure 1, Figure 3.
During this time, the control room operators were distracted by the continued troubleshooting
efforts with the turbine drain valves and with restoring the letdown system. Amidst these
distractions the operators failed to notice the reactor passively shutting down. By 10:18 am the
nuclear fission reaction had reached the point at which it could no longer be conservatively
restored without completing the shutdown and performing the Reactor Startup Procedure. The
only prudent course of action at this point was to manually insert the control banks.
However, the operators would not commence inserting the control banks for another 107
minutes (until 12:05 pm). It is the assessment of the NRC thatfor at least the first 57 minutes
of these 107 minotes (Le. from 10:18 to 11:25 am), the control banks were not inserted
because the operators were not aware the reactor had passively shut down (see item 3 of the
enclosure to ML 113220478). This assessment directly contradicts the claims of~
uring the incident. In Action 5 of CAR 200702606 (a Quality Assurance record)
and during
April 1, 2008 interview by the Office of Investigation (which was rendered under
oath), -.rclaimed that prior to giving the order to manually trip the turbine he was
aware that such action would cause the reactor to passively shut down.
_ c l a i m s that he cognizantly allowed the reactor to passively shut down and that he
cognizantly relied on Xenon-135 to maintain it subcritical while his crew re-aligned secondary
and tertiary plant equipment. If true, these claims amount to an astounding disregard for the
principles of conservative reactor plant operation and indicate a level of gross incompetence
which cannot be ignored. The primary duty of NRC licensed operators is to actively control the
nuclear fission reaction in the reactor core. To informally rely on a radioactive waste gas to
keep the reactor from inadvertently restarting is wholly unacceptable and, if - " ' : I a i m s
are true, they indicate a severe gap in the operator initial licensing process within NRC
Region IV and the training accreditation process delegated to the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations (lNPO).
§1.4. Transit of Reactor Power into the Source Range
At 10:18 am the operators restored a 75 gpm letdown orifice to service and exited the off
normal procedure for "Loss of Letdown". Instead of assigning the Reactor Operator the task of
manually inserting the control banks (a task which takes 10 minutes), the Control Room
Supervisor directed the Reactor Operator to place an additional 45 gpm letdown orifice in
service using the normal operating procedure.
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From 10:18 to 10:23 am, fission power lowered to the Point of Adding Heat (POAH). See
Enclosure 1, Figures 2, 3 and 4 and Table IV.
Once fission power was below the Point of Adding Heat, total power stabled out at
approximately 2% rated reactor power as indicated by the primary calorimetric instrumentation
(Le. the core 6T meters). Due to the emission of gamma rays from the radioactive waste
inventory in the core, the Power Range Nuclear Instruments (PRNls) indicated about 1% power.
The secondary calorimetric computer point indicated a megawatt thermal reading consistent
with 1.75% rated reactor power. Thus, except for the Intermediate Range Nuclear Instruments
(IRNls) all Main Control Board indications showed a stable reactor power of about 2%. The
operators mistook these indications as indication that the reactor was still critical and
producing 2% fission power.
From 10:23 to 10:39 am reactor power lowered from the Point of Adding Heat into the source
range. It is the assessment of NRC Region IV that during this time frame the operators were
unaware the reactor was no longer critical (see item 3 of the Enclosure of ML 113220478). This
assessment is based on the following observations:
1.4.1.

As reactor power lowered four decades, no action was taken to actively drive the
reactor shutdown. The control rods were fully functional yet no action was taken to
insert them. The boron system was operational yet no action was taken to raise
boron concentration. The control rods were left at their critical rod heights and the
buildup of Xenon-13S was passively relied upon to keep the reactor from restarting.

1.4.2.

No formal calculation of Shutdown Margin was completed during this time frame
and thus the passive reliance upon Xenon-13S appears to have been unintentional.

1.4.3.

During this time frame a NRC licensed Reactor Operator was assigned the task of
placing the blow down system for the cooling t,ower into service. It is unlikely the
Shift Manager and Control Room Supervisor (Le. the Senior Reactor Operators)
would have prioritized this activity over inserting the control banks had the'y been
aware the reactor was no longer critical and transiting to the source range with the
control rods at their critical rod heights.

1.4.4.

During this time frame a NRC licensed Reactor Operator was assigned the task of
taking an intake pump out of service. It is unlikely the Senior Reactor Operators
(SROs) would have prioritized this activity over inserting the control banks.

1.4.5.

During this time frame the Reactor Operator was continuing the task of placing an
additional letdown orifice in service to increase letdown flow from the adequate
flow rate of 7S gpm to the optimal flow rate of 120 gpm. It is unlikely the SROs
Id have prioritized this activity over inserting the
control banks.
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Region IV's assessment that the operators were unaware reactor
source range directly contradicts the claims made by
his
response to Action 5 of Callaway Action Request 200702606 (which is a Quality Assurance
record). In his 2007-09-05 response,"'claims that the 10:18 am passive shutdown of
the reactor was not inadvertent and that he was aware that the reactor was no longer critical
as power lowered into the source range:

"Again I would state the reactor was NOT inadvertently shutdown. The plant was in a 6
hour action to be in Mode 3 due to a failure of NNll inverter. When I directed a manual
turbine trip low in Mode 1 in response to an RCS temperature transient, I was aware that
the loss of turbine load, subsequent RCS heatup, and the continual buildup of Xenon
from the down power would result in the reactor going sub critical. My intent was to
continue with the plant shutdown and reactor shutdown. There was never any intent to
stay in Mode lor Mode 2."
§1.5. Operation in the Source Range with no SRNls
As reactor power entered the source range at 10:39 am, there was substantially more
subcritical multiplication than normally present due to the control banks still being at their
critical rod heights. This abnormally large amount of subcritical multiplication delayed the
automatic energizing of the Source Range Nuclear Instruments (SRNls).
The Intermediate Range Nuclear Instruments (IRNls) at Callaway Plant contain several bistables
which drive permissive circuitries that affect the SRNls. One permissive is P-10 which actuates
around a power level of 10% rated reactor power. One of the functions which occurs along
with this permissive is the automatic de-energizing of the Source Range Nuclear Instruments.
When P-10 resets (Le. is no longer lit), then the SRNls can be manually energized.
Another permissive driven by the IRNls is P-6. Permissive P-6 typically sets at 1E-10 ion
chamber amps (ica) and resets at 5E-ll ica. One of the functions of P-6 is to allow the manual
de-energizing of the SRNls. That is, above 1E-10 the SRNls can be manually de-energized.
When P-6 is not present (e.g. when IRNI currents are less than 5E-ll ica), the SRNls cannot be
manually de-energized. If an SRNI is de-energized when P-6 resets, then it will automatically
energize.
With the control banks inserted, IRNI currents are typically less than 5E-11 ita when the reactor
enters the source range. However, on October 21,2003 the reactor entered the source range
with its control banks still at their critical rod heights. The excess reactivity afforded by the
withdrawn control banks caused IRNI currents to be about half a decade higher than normal
(Le. around 1E-1O lea as opposed to a normal reading of SE-ll ica). It took over 45 minutes for
Xenon-135 levels to buildup to the point where they lowered subcritical multiplication enough
to allow the SRNls to automatically energize.
"
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Although the Callaway Plant Technical Specifications do not require the SRNls to be operable
until P-6 is reset, the Westinghouse designers of the reactor plant never intended forthe
reactor to be operated in the source ra.nge with no SRNls energized and with the control rods
still at their critical rod heights.
The Source Range Nuclear Instruments provide a substantial amount of "Defense-in-Depth"
against an uncontrolled criticality caused by an inadvertent cool down or dilution:
1.5.1.

A high flux trip which is set 5 decades below (Le. 100,000 times more sensitive) than
the high flux trips on the Intermediate Range Nuclear Instruments.

1.S.2.

A "flux doubling" circuitry which detects a 70% rise in neutron count rate during a
rolling 10 minute period. This circuitry protects against unplanned reactivity
additions (e.g. inadvertent dilutions, inadvertent cooldowns) by activating the Boron
Dilution and Mitigation System (BDMS) which automatically swaps the suction ofthe
charging pumps from the Volume Control Tank to the highly borated Refueling
Water Storage Tank.

1.5.3.

An audible indication of neutron count rate which can quickly alert the pperators to
unexpectedly rising reactor power levels.

1.5.4.

A meter indication which encompasses the entire breadth of the source range as
compared to the Intermediate Range Nuclear Instruments which are restricted to
their last two decades while in the source range.

1.5.5.

An indication of reactor startup rate (SUR) designed for detecting lowering reactor
periods in the source range.

Although the SRNls were available between 10:39 and 11:25 am, the operators never manually
energized them. During this time frame, the Reactor Operator continued with the evolution of
placing the 45 gpm letdown orifice in service. Also during this time frame a licensed reactor
operators was assigned to assist in removing a condensate pump from service and
Instrumentation and Controls (I&C) technicians were assigned to perform trip point and
calibration checks on some of the Power Range Nuclear Instruments (PRNls).
Note that these non-emergent activities were being done with the reactor in the source range
and with (1) no SRNls energized, (2) no formal calculation completed to show Xenon-135Ievels
were sufficient to protect against credible dilution and cooldown events, and (3) the control
rods still at their critical rod heights. Region IV believes that the performance of these activities
are further indication that, prior to the first SRNI automatically energizing, the control room
operators were unaware the reactor had become subcritical and entered the source range.
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§1.6. Source Range Nuclear Instruments Energize
Callaway Plant stores plant computer data on a system which they refer to as "eDNA". eDNA
data for the channel 2 Source Range Nuclear Instrument indicates that on October 21, 2003 it
automatically energized at 11:25 am with an initial reading of 3044 counts per second (cps).
The channell SRNI energized at 11:38 am with an initial reading of 2593 cps. The time used by
Region IV for marking the energizing of the SRNls is 11:34 am. This time is merely the time that
the Reactor Operator logged the event. It apparently took 9 minutes after the first SRNI
energized for the Reactor Operator to recognize that the reactor really was in the source range.
The 11:34 am log entry curiously comes after an 11:42 am log entry which suggests it may have
taken 17 minutes (or 4 minutes after the second SRNI energized) for the operators to realize
they were really in the source range.
As mentioned above, when P-10 is reset (at around 10% rated reactor power) the operators are
able to manually energize the SRNls. Concurrent with P-IO resetting, the Main Control Board
(MCB) alarm window 77E, SR HI VOLT FAIL, annunciates. This alarm window indicates that the
SRNls are within a range in which they can be energized but do not have power applied to
them.
When power is restored to a SRNI (Le. when it is either manually or automatically energized),
alarm window 77E clears. When this alarm clears, it flashes on the Main Control Board and
audibly annunciates. Therefore, when the channel 2 SRNI automatically energized at 11:25 am,
the operators were alerted to it by the annunciation and flashing of MCB alarm window 77E.
Regardless of whether or not the operators were aware of the status of the reactor prior to
11:25 am, once alarm window 77E annunciated everyone (i.e. NRC Region IV, Callaway Plant,
and myself) agrees that the operators soon became aware that the reactor was shutdown and
in the source range.
§1.7. Informally relying on Xenon-135 for Shutdown Margin
From 11:25 am onward, the operators were aware the reactor was in the source range yet still
took 40 minutes to begin inserting the control banks.
At Callaway Plant there is a formal procedure (OSP-SM-00001) for conducting a Shutdown
Margin calculation. This procedure does allow Xenon-135 levels to be credited towards
Shutdown Margin, but during all calculation methods for Modes 3 through 5, the control bank
rods are assumed to be fully inserted with the exception of one stuck rod. From 11:25 am to
12:05 pm the control bank rods were still at their last critical rod heights and the operators
were consciously relying on Xenon-135 to keep the reactor from inadvertently restarting. They
were doing this without any formal calculation in place to show that Xenon-135 levels were
sufficient to protect against an inadvertent cooldown or inadvertent dilution.
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_ e r s i o n of events can be found in his September 5, 2007 response to Action
5 of CAR 200702606 and in his April 1, 2008 testimony to the NRC's Office of Investigations. His
version of events essentially amounts to:
•
•

From 10:13 to 10:18 am he consciously all'owed the reactor to passively shut down and
prioritized restoring the letdown system over actively driving the reactor shutdown.
From 10:18 to 12:05 pm he informally relied on Xenon-135 to maintain the reactor
shutdown while his crew aligned equipment in the secondary and tertiary plants.

Although the NRC permits its licensees to operate in such a manner, generally accepted
practices within the industry are for operators to always actively control the nuclear fission
reaction and to never informally rely on passive plant conditions to keep the reactor from
restarting.
During the 40 minutes (from 11:25 am to 12:05 pm) that the crew was aware the reactor was in
the source range with its control rods still at their last critical rod heights, NRC licensed reactor
operators prioritized the following tasks over inserting the control banks:
1.7.1.

. Aligning the ventilation system for a mini-purge of containment to support a
containment entry later in the day.

1.7.2.

Placing the Motor Driven Feed Pump in service and securing the last Turbine Driven
Main Feed Pump in order to more easily maintain primary plant temperature later in
the day as decay heat load lowered.

1.7.3.

Performing the close-out of off-normal procedure OTO-NN-00001, Loss of safety
Reloted Inverter, which had been open since 08:21 am and which had been set aside
for over 3 hours due to higher priority tasks (e.g. aligning the steam plant for
shutdown operations). Although the operators had allowed the shutdown of the
steam plant to take priority over this off-normal procedure, they later claimed that
this off-normal procedure took priority over the shutdown of the reactor plant and
was "the biggest delay" preventing them "from going on with the reactor shutdown

procedure". 1

§1.8. Inserting the Control Banks

At 12:05 pm the operators began manually inserting the control banks. It took 10 minutes to
insert all four banks. It is not understood why it took 107 minutes (i.e. from 10:18 am -the
time reactor power could not be prudently recovered - to 12:05 pm) to begin inserting the
1

Page 18. lines 1-3 of
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.control banks, considering that the evolution only takes one reactor operator 10 minutes to
perform whereas there were multiple examples of lower priority activities (e.g. aligning the
ventilation system for a containment mini-purge or swapping from a turbine driven feed pump
to a motor driven feed pump) occurring which take much more than 10 minutes' time of a
licensed reactor operator.
When the operators began inserting the control banks at 12:05 pm, no one outside of the Main
Control Room was aware that, instead of using the control banks to manually shut down the
reactor, the control banks were merely being inserted into a reactor core which had passively
shut down nearly two hours earlier.
At 11:42 am the Shift Technical Advisor began a Shutdown Margin calculation (SDM). At
12:55 pm, the SDM was completed and the crew spent the next 90 minutes adding over 3600
gallons of boron to the reactor coolant system.

§1.9. CAR 200701278
In early February 2007, I was asked by
was back at
Callaway Plant as _preparing a
on
procedure)
to review some past reactor shutdowns in order to determine a good power level from which
to manually trip the reactor. I was able to retrieve useable data from nine reactor shutdowns,
one of which was the October 21, 2003 passive reactor shutdown and another of which was the
June 17, 2005 passive reactor shutdown.
The June 17, 2005 passive reactor shutdown was very similar to the October 21, 2003 passive·
shutdown with the exception that on June 17, 2005 the operators attempted to raise reactor
power/temperature twelve minutes after the passive shutdown and soon recognized that the
reactor had inadvertently shut down (see Figures 5-7 of Enclosure 1). Just like on October 21,
2003, the operators failed to document the event.
I originated Callaway Action Request (CAR) 200701278, Analysis oj Past Reactor Shutdowns
RF15 Preparation Concerns, on Saturday, February 10, 2007 to document my findings. CAR
th
200701278 was screened on Tuesday, February 13 (see Enclosure 2).
I attended the screening meeting and lobbied for CAR 200701278 to be assigned a significance
level of 1 or 2, meaning that it required a root cause analYSis. It was my position that a root
cause analysis needed to be performed to determine why it took 107 minutes to insert the
sive shutdown of the reactor had
control rods on October 21, 2003 and why the inadvertent
not been documented in the Corrective Action Program.
that
nea
years
was no point in investigating it. The
since the event 0
screeners assigned CAR 200701278 a significance level of 4, meaning that it needed no
evaluation and could be closed as soon as corrective actions were assigned. I disputed this
assessment and over the course of the next two weeks brought the issue up my chain of
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command. After a February 22, 2007 meeting with
iled
to raise the significance level (see page 16 of Enclosure 3), I decided to take my concerns to the
US NRC.

§l.lO. RIV-2007-A-0028
In a March 1, 2007 letter to the NRC Senior Residentlnspector at Callaway Plant (Michael Peck),
I presented my concerns regarding the October 21, 2003 passive reactor shutdown. At the
time, my primary concerns were:
1.10.1.

The control rods were left withdrawn for 40 minutes (from 11:25 am to 12:05 pm) in
order to conceal the passive reactor shutdown from the plant's upper management.
Note that the plant's upper management were expecting the reactor to be shut
down around noon, so that by delaying until after noon to insert the control banks
the operators were able to give the impression that they were using the control
banks to shut down the reactor and were thus able to conceal the fact that the
reactor had inadvertently passively shut down nearly two hours earlier. Had the
control banks been inserted at 11:25 am, the operators would have had to explain to
their management why they were shutting the reactor down early and thus would
have had to admit that they inadvertently allowed the reactor to passively shut
down following the turbine trip and had failed to recognize it for over an hour.

1.10.2.

The event was never documented in the Corrective Action Program in 2003 because
the operators wished to cover it up.

1.10.3.

The utility was intentionally downplaying CAR 200701278 in 2007 because admitting
to the October 21,2003 passive shutdown was potentially embarrassing to the
utility.

Region IV processed my March 1, 2007 letter as Allegation RIV-2007-A-0028 and aSSigned it to
their Resident Inspector at Callaway Plant (David Dumbacher) to investigate. Dave Dumbacher
never spoke to me during his investigation and apparently never sought to understand why
reactor operators - whom his region licenses - would have taken 107 minutes to insert the
control banks following the passive shutdown of the reactor. Mr. Dumbacher merely sought to
determine if any NRC regulations were violated. The only violation which he found was that the
operators failed to enter Technical Specification 3.4.2 when the reactor dropped below the
Minimum Temperature for Critical Operations. It was determined that none of the following
were in violation of any NRC requirements:
•

Failing to notice a 3565 MWth commercial reactor passively shut down and transition
into the source range until, after 67 minutes, being alerted by a Main Control Board
"
annunciator.
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•

•

Allowing a 3565 MWth commercial reactor to operate in the source range for 45
minutes with its control rods at their last critical rod heights and with no Source Range
Nuclear Instruments energized.
Informally relying on Xenon-135 for 40 minutes to keep a 3565 MWth commercial
reactor from inadvertently restarting while ancillary equipment is aligned for
convenience.

Allegation RIV-2007~A-0028 was closed in August 2007 and thus had nothing to do with the
investigation of the September 5, 2007 entry into Quality Assurance record CAR 200702606
Action 5.
§1.11. Email to Chief Nuclear Officer and Chief Executive Officer
During May 2007 Callaway Plant was at the beginning of fuel cycle 16 and was experiencing a
leak from the electro-hydraulic control (EHe} system which operators the controls on its
turbine-generator. On May 24, 2007 Browns Ferry Unit 1 had experienced a similar leak which
resulted in an EHC rupture and turbine/reactor trip during its first startup following a 20 year
outage. On the mid-watch of May 30, 20071 was the Shift Technical Advisor in the Callaway
a discussion
Plant Main Control Room. On that watch,
rent EHC leak at
with his operating crew regarding the Browns
Callaway Plant.
During the discussion"tated that he had asked Engineering to develop a point at which
they considered the leak bad enough to require the plant to be shut down (i.e. to provide a
number of drops per minute at which the EHC oil leak rate was considered bad enough to
necessitate immediate repair). The point of the crew discussion was how to conduct the
shutdown were the leak rate to escalate.
under the impression that were a rapid down power
i.e.
crease in turbine loading) then Xenon-135 levels would be too great
to be able to keep the reactor critical. I disagreed with his assessment.
also showed him CAR
I performed a Xenon-Prediction and I discussed it
200701278 and discussed that with him as well.
unaware of CAR 200701278 up until
that pOint. We discussed a possible strategy for maintaining the reactor critical during the EHC
repairs following a rapid down power. One of the main points of CAR 200701278 was to ensure
that a discussion such as mine and_did not need to occur. That is, CAR 200701278
requested that guidance be added to the Reactor Shutdown procedure for holding the reactor
critical following a rapid downpower. After three months, no efforts had been made towards
providing this guidance to the operators - despite the efforts I had consistently made
addressing the issue with my chain of command.
Following our discussion, I sent an email to the Chief Nuclear Officer (Charles Naslund) which
was copied to the Chief Executive Officer (Tom Voss) as well as to other members of my chain
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of command and concerned operators (see pp. 28-29 of Enclosure 3). In the email I informed
Chuck Naslund of my concerns that the plant was not adequately addressing CAR 200701278 .
. Following my email to Mr. Naslund, I had a meeting with my immediate supervisor (Jim
Milligan) and his supervisor (JR Weekley). At this meeting, I was informed that my email to the
Chief Nuclear Office was degrading and not factual. There was, in fact, a factual error in my
email which I corrected with a June 1, 2007 email to Fadi Diya, the Plant Director (see pp. 27-28
of Enclosure 3).
Following my June 1, 2007 email to Mr. Diya, I was placed on a Performance Improvement Plan
(PIP) which contained the following items:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keep department leadership informed of issues.
Do not degrade peers verbally or in written communications.
Support the CAR Screening team. (NON-CONFRONTATIONAL)
Utilize accurate verbal and written communications.
Utilize accurate factual information during CAR development.
Utilize non-confrontational terminology in verbal and written communications.

There are some who would view my May 30,2007 email to the Chief Nuclear Officer as
confrontational and inappropriate. However, there are others (e.g. me) who believe that there
are times when the public expects a Professional Engineer to be willingto be confrontational to
address a safety concern which is. being i~nored. Low Power operations at commercial nuclear
power plants are infrequent evolutions and have often led to noteworthy operator errors with
regard to reactivity control (e.g. Chernobyl in 1986, Big Rock Point in 1991, Grand Gulf in 1991,
Monticello in 1991, Zion in 1997, Surry in 2005, Cruas in 2006)2. In February 2007 I had
personally analyzed two significant incidents at Callaway Plant (the 2003-10-21 and 2005-06-17
passive reactor shutdowns) and recognized that a major liability in Callaway Plant's
performance of low power operations was that there existed no guidance for holding the
reactor critical at low powers.
At the time of my 2007-05-30 email, the Reactor Shutdown procedure at Callaway Plant
assumed that a/l the operators needed to do to hold the reactor at low power was to merely
delay performing the remaining steps of the procedure. In late May 2007 there was serious
discussion about remaining critical while repairs were done to the turbine EHC system. I was
not oppose~ to this, but I was concerned that after 3 months the necessary changes to support
this type of activity had not yet been made to the procedure - despite personal discussions
with all members of my chain of command including the Site Vice President. In light of these
2 Other than the 1986 reactivity management errors at Chernobyl which led to a significant nuclear
accident. the events listed here are known to the industry because they were reported by the respective
utilities. It is not known how many noteworthy incidents (such as the 2003 and 2005 unnoticed passive
reactor shutdowns at Callaway Plant) have gone unreported, but the accepted standard in the nuclear
industry is that such incidents are internally analyzed with the results externally shared.
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concerns and the failure of the organization to address them, I believed that raising the issue to
the Chief Nuclear Officer and Chief Executive Officer was appropriate on May 30, 2007.
Unbeknownst to me at the time of my May 30, 2007 email,
~ad been doing an observation in the Main
at 11:25 am on October 21,
2003 when the channel 2 SRNI energized and the crew first became aware of that the reactor
had passively shut down over an hour earlier.:! ~as thus complicit in concealing
the event from the utility's upper management in 2003, and thus in 2007 he had a vested
interest in preventing the October 21, 2003 passive shutdown from being investigated. The
Performance Improvement Plan I was placed on following my May 30, 2007 email was merely
an attempt by ~at Callaway Plant to discourage me from further pursuit
of answers to t~ssive reactor shutdown.

§1.12. CAR 200702606
On the afternoon of March 19, 2007 the Reactivity Management Review Committee (RMRC)
meeting met in the conference room by my cubicle for their March meeting. I interrupted the
meeting and requested to be added to their agenda to present CAR 200701278. I was allotted
time at the end of the meeting to present CAR 200701278 to the RMRC. The Shift Manager in
attendance at this meeting was~ntil my presentation on 2007-03-19, Mr.
Olmstead had been unaware ofthe passive reactor shutdown that had occurred on 2003-10-21.
Following the meeting, ~rote a condition report (CAR 200702606) to have the
incident investigated (see Enclosure 4).
On August 15, 2007 I was assigned the Lead of CAR 200702606 and told by my supervisor to get
it closed. On Friday, August 24,2007 I drafted an action (originally Action 4 of CAR 200702606) .
which asked eight questions concerning the 2003-10-21 passive shutdown. My intent was to
send Action 4 to
However, prior to
on req
severa concerned individuals that they
review it (see Enclosure 5). I copied the action from CAR 200702606 Action 4 and pasted it in
originator of CAR 200702

On Monday, August 27, 2007 I was working in the Main Control Room as the Shift Technical
Advisor. At 6:59 am
nsferred the Lead of CAR 200702606
me. He then deleted Action 4 (the action
from me to him. This was
containing the 8 questions). At the time, Action 4 was still in "Initiate" so it could be deleted
without any record of its existence (other than my August 24, 2007 email). At 10:24

am.

In 2003, Callaway Plant had a database for tracking management observations. In 2007 this database
still had a record in it of a management observation performed in the Main Control Room. . . . . . .
. . . . the reactor shutdown on 2003-10-21. To my knowledge. there are no retentio~ents
~atabase, but in my vacant duplex in Missouri I still have a hardcopy record from the database.
3
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.-.OOk CAR 200702606 to "PendingClose" which resulted in an automatic action being
generated for a Management Closure Review {which became Action 4 since my earlier Action 4
had been deleted) . ...,performed the Management Closure Review and CAR
200702606 was closed at 11:41 am (see page 5 of Enclosure 4).
At 11:57 am I received an email from _ s t a t i n g that my 8 questions in Action 4
looked acceptable to him {see Enclos~1 went to send Action 4 of CAR 200702606, 1
became aware that earlier in the morning Action 4 had been deleted and CAR 200702606 had
been closed. At the time, I was one of the few people:in the Operations Department who had
access rights to re-open a closed condition report. I re-opened CAR 200702606 and sent out
my 8 questions as Action 5, assigning it to

~oaddress.
The following day (Tuesday, 2007-08-28) I had a hostile meeting with ~
~egarding the re-opening of CAR 200702606~t of
~nclosure 6}. At this meeting, I was told that the substance of the
questions I posed to ~ere "degrading". Note that the meeting minutes provided in
Enclosure 6 were scrubbed by the company (the original notes were handwritten and never
provided to me) and were not provided to me until 7 weeks later. My version of the meeting
was immediately sent via email to the company to review and they provided no dissension to it
(see page 4 of Enclosure 6).
In my opinion, a Professional Engineer needs to be free to question the integrity of another
professional, There have been countless examples in our society where individuals in
professions held in the highest esteem (e.g. Catholic priests, Wall Street investment bankers,
physicians) have been found to not live up to their professional expectations. Although 1
believe that in general the overwhelming majority of NRC licensed Senior Reactor Operators are
honest individuals, from my experience as an adult 1realize that even in the most esteemed
professions there will o~casionally be outliers who are willing to dishonestly conceal their
asking him to explain the nearly two
mistakes. By accusing me of "degrading';
hour delay in inserting the control rods on 2003-10-21, Callaway Plant was creating an
environment which prevented the investigatipn of a serious breach in accepted reactor plant
operations.

"'or

On August 29, 2007 I was accused of changing the due date of CAR 200702606 without
permission from the Site Vice President (see Enclosure 7). Although this was technically correct
(I had changed the due date in the electronic system) it was really a trumped up charge. Prior
to closing CAR 200702606 on 2007-08-27 -.......,ad changed the due date from
October 17, 2007 to September 3, 2007. ~ned CAR 2007026061 restored the due
cient time to answer his action.
date to October 17, 2007 in order to allow
On September 5, 2007 ~ubmitted his answers to the 8 questions (see pp. 7-8 of
Enclosure 4). Some of his answers contain inaccurate and misleading information. Since Action
5 of CAR 200702606 is a Quality Assurance record, I would like the NRC to review ~
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answers and assess whether or not he violated any NRC regulations (see Section §2 of this
petition).
In addition to myself,
the October 21,2003
ve r ..",ru\r
attendance at the March ,2007 Reactivity Manage
and had originated CAR 200702606 following that meeting).
I can be
found in his sworn testimony to the Office of Investigations on May 7,2009 (available under
NRC FOIA/PA request 2010-033S).

rfI!IIIIIin

§1.13. 014-2007-049
On April 1, 200s...,was interviewed under oath by Crystal Holland ofthe US NRC
Office of Investigations (Ol). The NRC technical assistant for that interview was Jeremy Groom,
the Resident Inspector at Callaway Plant. I believe that Ms. Holland and Mr. Groom were not
adequately prepared for this interview and as a result failed to follow through on "holes" in
~version of events. These concerns were submitted to the NRC in a petition dated
September 17, 2010 (ML1032S0306) which the NRC rejected in a January 19, 2011 response
(MLll0140104). Please note that this current petition is completely separate from the
September 17, 2010 petition. The September 17, 2010 petition addressed misleading
statements made durJng sworn testimony and did not make any reference to the September 5,
2007 entry into a Quality Assurance record at Callaway Plant.
Holland on November 6, 2007 and she was informed of
my concerns regarding
ments in Action 5. However, for reasons
ude CAR 200702606 as part of her investigation. The 01
unbeknownst to me she
report of Case 4-2007-049 makes no mention of CAR 200702606 and CAR 200702606 is not
listed as an Exhibit in that report. Furthermore,. there is no mention of CAR 200702606 in any
of the March 31 or April 1, 200S interviews which were conducted at Callaway Plant. t'n
summary, the entry of inaccurate information into Quality Assurance record CAR 200702606
Action 5 was not part of the investigation conducted under 01 4-2007-049.

§1.14. RIV-2007-A-0096
In an August 15, 2007 letter to one of my US Senators (Richard Durbin, Illinois), I informed him
that I was concerned about the way the NRC had handled Allegation RIV-2007-A-002S. I
provided a copy of this letter to Dave Dumbacher (the Senior Resident Inspectorat Callaway
Plant) who forwarded it along to his superiors at NRC Region IV. My letter resulted in the
opening of Allegation RIV-2007-A-0096.
Allegation RIV-2007-A-0096 was conducted by the same office (Le. Region IV) which had
conducted RIV-2007-A-0028. As with its earlier investigation, there was no attempt to
understand what occurred on October 21, 2003 that resulted in the control rods being left
withdrawn for 107 minutes following the passive reactor shutdown. During the interview of
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. the crew members, the NRC did not challenge the statements given to them. For example, the
NRC accepted the 10:34 am control room log entries (Le. securing an intake pump and placing
cooling tower blowdown in service) as indication that the crew was busy performing plant
shutdown related activities. A more "investigative" approach would have been to recognize
that the 10:34 am activities were evidence that the crew was NOT busy - that is, if they could
spare two reactor operators to restore cooling tower blowdown and secure an intake pump
then they surely had the resources available to manually insert the control banks.
Allegation RIV-2007-A-0096 was conducted with one purpose: to validate the findings of
Allegation RIV-2007-A-0028. After the completion of RIV-2007-A-0096 the NRC could still not
answer basic questions regarding the event:
first become aware the reactor was subcritical and in the

1.14.1.

When did
source range?

1.14.2.

nsed by Region IV cognizantly allow a large
Why would a
pas
shut down when he had the means available (Le.
commercial reactor
control rods and boron) to actively drive the shutdown? Why would he informally
rely on Xenon-135 to prevent the reactor from restarting when he had reactor
operators available to do ancillary tasks such as raise letdown flow from 75 to
120 gpm, remove an intake pump from service and restore the blowdown system at
the cooling tower? Were these indications that he did not realize the reactor had
passively shut down?
.

1.14.3.

Why did.censed by Region IV believe it acceptable to informally rely on
Xenon-135 to keep the reactor from inadvertently restarting while they assigned a
Reac~or Operator to the task of aligning the containment building for a mini-purge?·
Why would they think it acceptable to prioritize such a task over inserting the
control banks when the reactor was in the source range with its control rods at their
last critical rod heights?

In a February 28, 2009 letter I wrote to Bill Jones (the Allegation Coordinator for Region IV), I
specifically mentioned my concerns regarding statements made in Action 5 of CAR 200702606
(see items 29, 33 and 34 of that letter). Despite the mention of these concerns, CAR
200702606 apparently was not considered during the investigation of Allegation
RIV-2007-A-0096 in that the NRC's February 26,2010 closure letter for that allegation makes no
mention of CAR 200702606 or the fact that inaccurate information was entered into a Quality
Assurance record.

§1.15. August 13, 2010 Drop-in Visit
On August 13,2010 Adam Heflin (the Chief Nuclear Officer at Ameren) paid a "drop-in visit" to
you and your deputy Marty Virgilio (see ML1136Al13). The main topic of discussion at that
meeting was (see Enclosure 8):
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2003 Reactivity Management Event of Inadvertent Passive Shutdown; Exchange
Perspectives; Confirm they are doing everything they can.
Despite what you may have been told at that meeting, I would submit to you that Ameren is
definitely not doing everything they can to address the 2003-10-21 passive reactor shutdown.
Please note the following:
1.15.1.

Ameren has yet to submit analyses of the 2003-10-21 and 2005-06-17 passive
reactor shutdowns to the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (IN PO) despite INPO
specifically requesting report of such incidents in their August 10, 2007 cover letter
distributing WANO SOER 2007-1, Reactivity Management. This should be of
regulatory concern to you since per Generic letter (Gl) 82-04 the NRC is allowing its
licensees to meet TMI Action Plan Item I.C.S (the requirement that nuclear utilities
have processes for obtaining Operating Experience of industry events) by
participating in INPO's Significant Event Evaluation and Information Network (SEE
IN). By not sharing these two significant events with INPO, Ameren is depriving the
entire nuclear industry of important Operating Experience.

1.15.2.

Callaway Plant has still not shared the important details of the event with its own
licensed operators. To this day, Callaway has yet to present a lesson plan on the
October 21, 2003 passive reactor shutdown that includes any of the following
significant details:
a. The temperature transient from 9:36 to 10:03 am which resulted in the isolation
of the letdown system was the direct result of the operators failing to
adequately account for the buildup of Xenon-13S following the cessation of the·
turbine load reduction at 9% rated reactor power.
attributed this uncontrolled 9°F drop in temperature to some turbine drain
valves that had coincidently been opened.
b. The reactor passively shut down due to a roughly 4°F spike in average coolant
temperature following the manual trip of the main turbine.
c. For over 100 minutes _ _ _ _ _informally relied on Xenon-135 to
prevent the reactor fr~estarting.

§1.16. Information Notice 2011-02
In an April 27, 2010 letter to you (see ML101200401) I requested that the NRC write an
Information Notice on the 2003-10-21 passive reactor shutdown. In a May 27, 2010 response
(see ML101380320) I was informed that an Information Notice cannot be requested under
10CFR2.206.
Over the summer of 2010, since my 2010-04-27 petition requesting an Information Notice was
rejected, the Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS) offered to disseminate the contents of
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ML101200401 as an Issue Brief. On November 2, 2010 the UCS published an Issue Brief on their
website entitled "2003 Segmented Shutdown at Caf/awoy". Nearly 3 months after the release
of the UCS Issue Brief on the topic, the NRC included the 2003-10-21 passive reactor shutdown
in Information Notice 2011-02, "Operator Performance Issues Involving Reactivity Management
at Nuclear Power Plants". The description of the incident covered in the NRC's Information
Notice is not nearly as detailed as the description in the UCS's Issue Brief, which is very
unfortunate since nuclear utilities are much more likely to use the NRC's Information Notice in
their training programs than the UCS's Issue Brief.
I was on the review chain for IN 2011-02 and submitted a Non-Concurrence form in December
2010 (see Ml110420293). The reason for the Non-Concurrence was that I did not'think it
appropriate for the NRC to issue an Information Notice on an event for which they did not have
a complete understanding. Although I was a proponent of an Information Notice, as written
IN 2011-02 does not address the most significant aspect of the October 21, 2003 event: the'
reason for the 107 minute delay in inserting the control banks. Knowing this reason is
important because based on this reason there are potentially two quite different aspects to
address:
1.16.1.

If the majority of the 107 minute delay was due to ~failing to recognize the
passive reactor shutdown until the Source Range Nuclear Instruments energjzed,
then the Information Notice should focus on strategies for ensuring that licensed
operators adequately monitor core reactivity during low power operations (e.g.
ensuring that the Intermediate Nuclear Range Instruments are monitored).

1.16.2.

If, as

aimed in their 2008 sworn
were cognizant of the passive shutdown
and thought acceptable to informally rely on Xenon-13S for 107 minutes to keep
the reactor from inadvertently restarting, then the Information Notice should focus
on strategies for training licensed operators to ensure such a gross
. misunderstanding of fundamental operating concepts never again occurs.

The reason for the 107 minute delay is vitally important and I believe it unconscionable that the
US NRC would close three investigations into this event and write an Information Notice
without understanding why the event occurred. The NRC licenses these operators and we have
a duty to the public to (1) understand the cause of significant human performance errors with
regard to monitoring and controlling the nuclear fission reaction and (2) ensure that our
licensees address the causes of those errors.

Geoffrey Miller of Region IV is listed as the Technical Contact on IN 2011-02. In May 2011 when
members of the public (e.g. Pat Sweet of the University of Missouri) called Mr. Miller to get
clarification on some of the technical aspects of the 2003-10-21 passive shutdown, they were
passed off to the Region IV Office of Public Affairs. As a federal agency, the NRC has a duty to
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answer to the citizens of this nation. It is unconscionable that Region IV would pusillanimously
use its Office of Public Affairs to stonewall citizens seeking answers to technical questions
regarding a significant human performance event at a federally regulated reactor plant.~
~as merely with respect to whether or not the NRC believed the Callaway Plant
operators were aware of the passive reactor shutdown prior to the Source Range Nuclear
Instruments energizing. The assigned Technical Contact of IN 2011·02 should be able and
willing to answer such a question.

§1.17. November 8, 2011 Meeting with Representative Oxford
Representative Jeanette Mott Oxford from the Missouri House of Representatives wrote a
series of letters to NRC Chairman Greg Jaczko in an attempt to understand the NRC's position
on key aspects of the October 21, 2003 event. Some of these letters can be found in the NRC's
Agencywide Document Access and Management System (ADAMS):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

March 31, 2011 letter from Jeanette Oxford to Greg Jaczko (Ml12102A116)
July 8, 2011 Letter from Elmo Collins to Jeanette Oxford (ML111890572)
August 25, 2011 Letter from Jeanette Oxford to Greg Jaczko (ML11244A164)
October 18, 2011 Letter from Jeanette Oxford to Anton Vegel (Ml120S3A151)
November 17, 2011 letter from Elmo Collins to Jeanette Oxford (MLl13220478)
January 5,2012 letter from Jeanette Oxford to Greg Jaczko (ML12023A085)
April 4, 2012 letter from Elmo Collins to Jeanette Oxford (M112167AS08)

This correspondence followed a similar pattern: (1) Representative Oxford would request from
Chairman Jaczko transparent answers to a few questions regarding the October 21,2003 event,
(2) Chairman Jaczko would delegate the answering of Jeanette's concerns to Region IV, (3) Elmo
Collins or one of his subordinates in Region IV would provide evasive answers to Jeanette, and'
(4) Jeanette would once again write Chairman Jaczko seeking transparent answers.
Jeanette Oxford is an elected representative of the people of the State of Missouri. It is
unconscionable that we refuse to provide transparent answers to her questions.
On November 8,2011 two representatives from Region IV (Anton Vegel and David Dumbacher)
came to St. Louis to meet with Jeanette Oxford and discuss the October 21, 2003 event.
Representative Oxford invited me to that meeting. At the meeting, Region IV presented their
response to some of the concerns which Representative Oxford had written about to Chairman
Jaczko. Following the meeting, Region IV sent their response to Representative Oxford in a
November 17, 2011 letter.
The enclosure to the November 17, 2011 letter contradicts statements made~
his response to Action 5 of CAR 200702606. In his response, ~ims that he was
aware the reactor was passively shut down shortly after the manual trip of the main turbine
whereas in their November 17, 2011 letter Region IV presents an analYSis that, based on the
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activities being performed by the operators, it is their assessmen~ere
not aware of the passive reactor shutdown until the Source Rang~egan
energizing over an hour after the shutdown had occurred.

§2. Requests per 10CFR2.206
My request per 10CFR2.206 is:
The US Nuclear Regulatory Commission cite Callaway Plant for allowing inaccurate
information to be entered into the Quality Assurance record CAR 200702606, Action 5.
In order to accomplish the above, I request that the NRC perform the following:
2.1.

Have the Office of the Inspector General or some office other than Region IV
perform an assessment of the October 21,2003 passive reactor shutdown at
Callaway Plant and determine whether or not the preponderance of the evidence
suggests tha~aware the reactor was subcritical prior to the first
Source Range Nuclear Instrument energizing at 11:25 am. This assessment should
include the following:
a. An analysis of the sworn testimonies from - - - . . , w h i c h were
provided on March 31s1 and April 1, 2008 a~o. 4-2007-049,
laimed delayed the
specifically analyzing if the events
ve reasona
caused a delay.
insertion of the control banks shou
b. Elicitation of expert opinion from NRC staff who have operated
Westinghouse 4-loop Pressurized Water Reactors as to whether or not the
plant data (e.g. parameter data submitted as Enclosure 9 to this petition,
control room log entries, statements made during 01 interviews) indicates
~ere aware the reactor was no longer critical prior to the first
SRNI energizing at 11:25 am.

2.2.

If it is the opinion of the NRC experts that~ware the reactor was
subcritical shortly after the manual turbine trip (Le. if It is the opinion of the NRC
experts that the statements made in CAR 200702606 are accurate) then the NRC
should assess what breakdown occurred in the Initial license Training (llT) and
licensed Operator Continuing Training (LOCT) programs at Callaway Plant that
enabled their operators to make such phenomenally bad judgments as:

a. Allowing a 3565 MWth reactor to passively shut down without taking any
action to actively drive core reactivity.
b. Informally relying on Xenon-135 for 107 minutes to prevent the reactor from
inadvertently restarting.
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c. Allowing the reactor to operate in the source range for 4S minutes with the
control rods still at their critical rod heights and with no Source Range
Nuclear Instruments energized.
Based on their findings regarding the IlT and lOCT programs, cite violations as
appropriate.
In summary, I would like the NRC to finally conduct an investigation of the October 21, 2003
passive reactor shutdown in which they seek to understand
would take 107 minutes to insert the control banks following a passive
fission reaction. I believe that Region IV has a conflict of interest in this investigation since they
have already investigated the incident three times (RIV-2007-A-0028, 01 Case 4-2007-049, and
RIV-2007-A-0096) and have thus far not been willing to make a determination as whether or
not the operators were aware of the passive shutdown prior to the SRNls energizing. For that
reason, I would like this investigation to be assigned to an office other than Region IV.
The intents of Region IV's investigations were merely to determine if a narrow reading of any
NRC regulations had been violated. None of their investigations sought to:
•
•

•
•
•

understand when the NRC licensed operators first became aware that the reactor was
no longer critical
understand why the NRC licensed operators would think it acceptable to informally rely
on Xenon-13S to maintain the reactor subcritical when the control banks were available
to be inserted
understand why Ameren never did a root cause analysis of the event
determine whether or not current NRC regulations are adequate to ensure future
reactor shutdowns are more actively managed
determine whether or not a broader reading of the NRC regulations had been violated
o does intentionally allowing the reactor to passively shut down violate the NRC's
requirement for procedure use and compliance since the Reactor Shutdown
procedure was written with the assumption that the contr,ol banks would be
used to actively shut down the reactor
o does informally relying on Xenon-135 to passively keep the reactor from
restarting violate the requirement for procedure use and compliance since the
Reactor Shutdown procedure was written with the assumption that the control
banks would be used to actively shut down the reactor and therefore would be
present in the core to actively keep the reactor from restarting
o does operating in the source range for 45 minutes with no Source Range Nuclear
Instruments energized and the Boron Dilution Mitigation System inoperable
violate the plant's Technical Specifications since the Technical Specifications
were written with the assumption that the reactor would not be allowed to
passively enter the source range with its control rods still at their critical rod
heights and therefore the P-6 permissive should have been adequate to define
when the SRNls are required.
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The NRC has yet to adequately investigate this event and still cannot answer the most basic
questions about it: (1) when did the operators first become aware the reactor was no longer
critical, (2) why did the operators informally rely on Xenon-135 to keep the reactor from
inadvertently restarting, and (3) why did the operators not inform the utility'S upper
management that the reactor had passively shut down.

A major flaw in our system of government, and even in industry, is the latitude allowed to do less than is necessary.
Too often officials ore willing to accept and adapt to situations they know to be wrong. The tendency is to
downplay problems instead of actively trying to correct them.
- Admiral Hyman G. Rickover, 1982
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From:

To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Lawrence Criscione
elmo collios@nrt goy
Background on Ameren"s response to the October 21, 2003 Passive Reactor Shutdown
Friday, June 03, 20111:24:09 AM
Accepted Updated CAR 2007Q2606 (EadiLarry Criscione),msg
Accepted CAR 200701278 (FMDLarry Criscione),msg
Aro:Dted CAR 200704913 (FMDLarry Criscione).msg
Accepted Meet with Larry Criscione re CARS 20070127B msg
Aro:pted Meeting with LSC.msg
Feedback 00 CAR 2Q070127B.msa
CAR 200707.606 investigation.msq

Elmo,
The email trail below shows the people at Ameren who, in 2007, were made well aware of the my
concerns regarding the October 21, 2003 passive reactor shutdown,
I aCCidently came across the event in February 2007 and documented it in CAR 200701278.
attended the CAR Screening Committee meeting the day CAR 200701278 was screened in order to
answer any questions. At the meeting, I protested when CAR 200701278 was screened as a Sig-4
meaning it did not require any investigation. I had several discussions with both the Operations
and the Performance Improvement Departments in the days following the screening of CAR
200701278. These discussions occurred in people's cubicles/offices and I have no dean record of
them. What I do have a record of is a February 22, 2007 meeting w i t h _
regarding my concerns that CAR 200701278 needed to be at least a Sig 3 (requiring a lower Tier
Causal Examination) and preferably a Sig 1 or 2 {requiring a Root Cause Analysis). W h e n "
refused to help me, I took the issue to Michael Peck (NRC's SRI at Callaway) on March 2,2007.
In March, I forced my way unto the agenda of the Reactivity Management Review Committee
meeting and presented CAR 200701278. Following that meeting,
wrote CAR 200702606 regarding the October 21, 2003 shutdown.
condition report was screened a sig-3 which then caused CAR 200701278 to likewise
screened to a Sig 3.
In early May 2007 I wrote CAR 200704911 regarding the propensity of Operations to not document
significant transients. One of the incidents of concern was the October 21,2003 passive reactor
shutdown.
In mid May 2007 I discussed my concerns regarding the October 21, 2003 passive reactor shutdown
with Quality Assurance and the Employee Concerns Program. These meetings were merely to
make allegations - they were short (about an hour) and the technical details and facts were not
delved into. Both QA and ECP supposedly conducted investigations of the incidents, but somehow
did not see the need to interview me when it came to looking into the details. It is my belief that,
like the NRC, these investigations were not concerned with getting at what happened as much as
they were about justifying claims that reactor safety was never violated.

to'"

See the email entitled "Feedback of CAR 200701278/1. The email trail begins with a May 30,2007
email entitled "low Power Reactor Operation - Commercial Concern" which I sent
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copied

On June 5 and June 13,2007 I met wit~o discuss my concerns regarding Operations'
handling of CAR 200701278 (the June 5 invitation says "CAR 200704913" but the main topic of
discussion was CAR 200704911 and CAR 200701278).
Over a three day period in June 2007, a team met to evaluate CAR 200701278. Similar to the
mandate which Region IV gave John Kramer in 2009, the June 2007 team at Callaway was tasked
with determining whether or not adequate solutions were in place and specifically avoided the
examination of the details of past events.
Note that well before August 10, 2007 aI/levels of Ameren management were well aware of the
October 21, 2003 and June 17,2005 inadvertent passive reactor shutdowns (the Outlook
documents attached to this email prove it). So when INPO requested utilities "to provide
information on similar occurrences and solutions at their plants or on their equipment to INPO
Events Analysis" in their August 10 cover letter distributing WANO SOER 07 -1, Reactivity
Management, Ameren was well aware that it had two such occurrences which it was expected to
report. However, just as Ameren failed to adequately investigate and share the occurrences
internally with their own licensed operators, they likewise failed to share the incidents externally
with INPO.
On August 30,2007 I submitted detailed feedback to . . . . . .egarding the handling of CAR
200701278 (see attached email).
As can be seen from the email trail below in October 2007 I brought my concerns again t~
Ameren's Nuclear Safety Review Boar~e
email directly below, I bluntly state my concerns to~

•
well as to
November 13,

In our meeting last Friday (May 27) I had the impression that you believe the leadership of Ameren
has changed out since the October 2003 shutdown. This is a MISPERCEPTION. Although there was
a management change out in 2004, the individuals who were replaced
. . - h a d nothing to do with the October 21,2003 passive sh
n and its cover up.
These men knew nothing about it. They were whom it was covered up from. When the control
and
rods were inserted on October 21,2003 at 12:04 pm,
. - e r e all under the impression
the control rods were being used to
~actor none of them were ever made aware that the reactor had actually
passively shut down 106 minutes earlier and that at 12:04 pm the control rods were bei
on a reactor that had been in the source range for 85 minutes.
as aware of the pa
reactor shutdown - he was in
the control room doing an observation at 11;25 when the channel 2 Source Range Nuclear

house cleaning.
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And although Fadi Diya and Adam Heflin were not present in 2003, they were both present in 2007
when the incident was uncovered. And as can be seen from the email trail below and from the
attached documents, they have been made well aware of my concerns surrounding the incident,
both before and after the August 10, 2007 request from INPO.
"A major flaw in our system of govemment, and even in industry, is the latitude allowed to do
less than is necessary. Too often officials are willing to accept and adapt to situations they know
to be wrong. The tendency is to downplay problems instead of actively trying to correct them. "
In your Region, you have a plant at which the upper most management is "willing to accept and
adapt to situations they know to be wrong" and works to" downplay problems instead of actively
trying to correct them." I don't know if you can accept this, but I know I cannot. It will take more
than 30 pieces of silver and a $50,000 Sword of Damocles to convince me to stick my head in the
sand.
The attached documents and the details in the paragraphs above are just the highlights. A detailed
accounting of the incident and its mis-handling by both Ameren and the NRC can be found on one
of Bill Corcoran's Yahoo Groups (RCSOTP_16_ReactivityControl@yahoogroups.com). Dr. Corcoran
is a 1959 USNA graduate who does Root Cause consulting - mostly in the nuclear industry. He is
assisting me with getting a group of root cause professionals to look at the October 21, 2003
passive reactor shutdown and how it was investigated internally by Ameren and externally by the
US NRC. The ultimate goal is to write a root cause report th~t can be submitted to the
Commission, the ACRS and possibly to the GAO (via a Congressman on the House Energy and
Commerce Committee). Dr. Corcoran's site has a Comparative Time Line which details the
significant events in the investigation of the transient and its cover up. This timeline would be
useful to anyone at Region IV interested in understanding the details of the incident and Ameren's
internal handling of it. Access to the site is freely granted by Dr. Corcoran to anyone sending an
email toRCSTOP_16_ReactivityControl-subscribe@yahoogroups.com.
Our "Risk Informed" processes rely on honesty. We can never "Risk Inform" dishonesty. We need
to address it the old fashion way - by objectively weighing all the facts and subjectively deciding
how those facts sum up. I believe that if you objectively weigh the facts you will see that

~ring his April 1, 2008 testimony and that ~ you whenever
he claims that Ameren is doing all that they can do to address this shutdown. Compare Ameren's
handling of the October 2003 and June 2005 passive shutdowns with Surry's handling of their 2005
passive reactor shutdown and inadvertent restart. Neither the Callaway incidents nor the Surry
incident were documented by the operators, but at Surry when the management found out they
addressed the issue not only internally but with an INPO SEN to the entire industry whereas
Callaway has spent four years justifying why no detailed investigation need be performed.
I look forward to meeting with you again.

Vir,
Larry
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Anyone detail, followed through to its source, will usually reveal the general state
readiness ofthe whole organization.

0/

From: Larry Criscione [mailto:LSCriscione@hotmail.com]

s eTuesda
n .November
. - :13, 2007 12:20 PM
To:

Cc:

.
f
erschoff@aol.com; golmstead@ameren.com; fdiya@ameren.com;
ghughes@ameren.com; Ikanuckel@ameren.com; wjessop@ameren.com; tsteele@ameren.com
Subject: Allegation RIV-2007-A-0028
Adam,

Allegation RIV-2007-A-0028 is the issue I wish to speak with you about before departing Callaway.
As you can see from the email trail below, I have unsuccessfully attempted to get this issue
addressed at several levels of the Ameren organization, the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission and
the staffs of members of congress.
On October 21, 2003 Callaway Plant was shutting down due to the expiration of a Technical
Specification Limiting Condition of Operation for a failed safety related instrument bus inverter
(NN11). Condition A of the lCO expired at 0721, leaving the crew six hours (until 1321) to either
have the inverter restored or be in MODE 3. While in Condition B of the lCO (6 hours to shut
down to MODE 3 and 36 hours to cool down to MODE 5), the NRC has allowed plants to remain
critical as long as repairs to the equipment are progressing and they do not exceed the 6 hour
limit. In the past (and still today) Callaway Plant has made use of this custom; while in the 6 hour
window, the plant is placed in a condition where it can be readily shutdown but, as long as repair
of the equipment appears possible prior to the expiration of the 6 hour window, the plant remains
critical. This is what the expectation of the Plant Manager was on October 21,2003.
Around 0938 on October 21,2003 a secondary plant transient caused the crew to lose control of
Reactor Coolant System temperature. RCS temperature dropped 10~F during the transient and
exceeded the Minimum Temperature for Critical Operation for about 14 minutes. During this time,
t~e

crew tripped the turbine to mitigate the RCS temperature tra.nsient. Temperature rose 4°F

over the next couple of minutes, resulting in an inadvertent reactor shutdown due to the negative
reactivity inserted by the temperature rise. eDNA data indicates the plant shutdown around 1025.
Up until this point, I have no concerns with the crew's actions. Although their·response to the
temperature transient may not have been as timely as a more experienced crew's, their actions
were appropriate nonetheless. However, for inexplicable reasons they did not document the
transient in the Callaway Action Request System and failed to insert the control banks when they
recognized the reactor had shutdown.

re were some in
rations at the time (and, to some extent, cu

who

ewed

ocumentation of operator

errors in the CAR System negatively. Although they recognized it was an expectation that such
errors should be documented, they did not recognize the true value of documenting and analyzing
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mistakes. They did not recognize that documented mistakes were an opportunity from which the
organization could learn valuable lessons; they instead viewed documented mistakes as
instruments to bring unwanted scrutiny of the crew (and of the Operations Department) by upper
management.

_e

I have been told by
temperature transient, which was severe enough to result in
a Letdown isolation~mented because "our standards were different then". This is not
true. Although it is true that "our standards were different then", it is not true that a secondary
plant transient severe enough to result in a Letdown isolation did not meet "our standards". The
event certainly met_tandards; he documented it in CAR 200308555 38 days later
after IIIIIIIrrefu~nt certainly met the CAR Screening Committee's standards; they
screened it as an Adverse Condition (however, in the tradition of "Midwest Nice", they did not
question why it was 38 days old and being documented by an Engineering Department trainer vice
the ope
crew). The truth is, this event was not documented because"'and
possibly
ted to cover it up.
Although attempting to cover up a secondary plant transient by n<?t documenting it in the
Corrective Action Process is something an organization trusted with the operation of a nuclear
power plant cannot allow of its leaders, it is not a concern which rises to the level of needing to be
addressed by United States senators. However, the operating crew intentionally delaying the
insertion of the Control Banks to cover up the transient, and then the organization and the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission refusing to adequately address the issue once it has been uncovered, is a
matter which demands the attention of our elected officials.
By 1025 on October 21,2003 the reactor had inadvertently shutdown. The Control Banks were not
inserted until 1204. In Action 5 of CAR 200702606, Dave Lantz states that he recognized the
reactor shutdown shortly after it occurred. Regardless of whether or not the shutdown was
immediately recognized, it was certainly recognized when the Source Range Nuclear Instruments
energized at 1125 (causing a Main Control Board annunciator). In Action 5,"'giVeS
several reasons for the 100 minute delay in inserting the Control Banks; none of the reasons are'
viable. He mentions the confusion which was occurring in the Control Room due to the secondary
plant transient and indication problems with one of the steam line drains handswitches; this
distraction occurred prior to the 100 minute delay. He mentions responding to the loss of
Letdown; Letdown was restored by 1018. He mentions performance of OTO-NN-OOOOl in
response to a loss of NNll which occurred earlier in the day while troubleshooting; the procedure
was merely awaiting the final close out steps and there were no control room steps being
performed during the time the rods were withdrawn.
ed in Action 5 of CAR 200702606 explain the delay in inserting
None of
ntionally delayed inserting the Control Banks to cover up
the Contro
the fact that the reactor
shutdown as a result of the plant response to the earlier
secondary plant transient. The Control Banks were not inserted until 1204. This was around the
time the organization expected the shutdown to occur had the attempts to repair NNll not been
successful.
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Like you and I~erved in the nuclear navy. He was a highly trained reactor operator
aboard a nuclear powered naval vessel. His exemplary knowledge of nuclear power earned him a
position as a prototype instructor in the Navy's nuclear power training pipeline. He is well aware
of the high standards of integrity that our nuclear navy inherited from Ad miral Rickover. He
understands that events are never to be covered up. He also is aware of the extreme importance
Admiral Rickover placed upon conservatively controlling reactivity. -He understands that the most
important task for any nuclear watchstander is to ensure the reactor plant is actively controlled.
On October 21,2003 he undoubtedly recognized that his most important duty upon realizing the
reactor had shut down was to ensure the reactor stayed shutdown by actively inserting negative
reactivity through either insertion of the control banks or borating until adequate Shutdown
Margin was calculated.
Callaway Plant for over a decade. He was
ewas consistently ranked above
been promoted to be the

I find it hard to believe that an individual with""aCkgrOund and ability would not
recognize the importance of promptly inserting the Control Banks to actively shutdown the reactor
plant on October 21,2003. I have had no dealings Wit~ich lead me to question his
abilities; I only question his integrity.
As you can see from the email trail below, you are not the first person I have approached with this
issue. Although Quality Assurance and representatives of~ve supposedly looked into
this issue, I have yet to be interviewed (other than during the statement of my initial allegations to
the presence of Quality Assurance). No one inves~ matter from
~ave asked to see my evidence of why I am convince~ntentionally left
the Control Banks withdrawn on October 21, 2003 to cover up a plant transient.

_n

Equally disturbing as~tions on October 21, 2003 are the actions taken by Operations in
2007 to suppress investigation of this issue. From the beginning, CAR 200701278 and CAR
200702606 have been marginalized by the Operations Department. I was placed on a Performance
Improvement Plan after attempting to address the inadequate response to CAR 200701278 with
~arlier this year. I have had two very heated discussions with Dave Neterer regarding
access to the Main Control Roqm key card records for October 21, 2003; the first discussion started
off with him asking me tiMe you trying to get me fired?"~leted the actions I had
drafted for CAR 200702606 (originally Action 4 but eventually sent out as Actions 5 and 6) and
dosed the CAR without speaking to me about it in August 2007. I was sternly counseled by
Operations that I was taking a step backward on my Performance Improvement Plan when I re
opened CAR 200702606 to send my actions.
By our arbitration agreement last Friday (November 9,2007) Ameren has fairly financially
compensated me for the improper retaliation against me which occurred this summer for pursuing
an answer to the events of October 21,2003. However, Ameren has not yet adequately resolved
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all the issues surrounding the event. The personnel who originally covered up the transient in
2003, and those who wish to impede its investigation stilt remain in important leadership positions
in the company. Regardless of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's actions (or inaction) on this
event, you and the individuals copied on this email have a duty to ensure the cover up of the
October 21, 2003 inadvertent shutdown is properly investigated and resolved. Individuals willing to
jeopardize the proper shutdown of the reactor plant to cover up their mistakes and individuals
willing to jeopardize the careers of those who would properly investigate the issue cannot be
allowed to retain leadership positions at a utility trusted with safely operating a nuclear reactor.
I am meeting with you afternoon. If necessary, I can still be available for interview after my
separation from Ameren if the company ever decides to properly investigate the events of October
21,2003 and the retaliation against me this summer. I can be reached at this email address or at
(573) 230-3959.
V~ry respectfully,

Larry Criscione

From: Criscione, larry S.

se
Thursda
n November
t _ .,

2007 2:00 AM

To: .

.,
55, Thomas R
Subject: RE: FIN: CAR 200702606, CAR 200701278 and CAR 200704911

Cc:

"

Thank you for your prompt response,
I have already attempted to address this concern with my immediate supervision at Callaway
(Operations management), with the Employee Concerns Program, with the Quality Assurance
organization and with the Plant Manager,
I have also attempted to address this concern with Region IV of the US NRC. My original Allegation
(RIV-2007-A-0028) was closed without a proper investigation. Following a letter to my US Senator
(Richard Durbin, IL) the NRC has supposedly re-opened the inve'stigation. I have not yet been
interviewed by the NRC (either during the original investigation or since it has been re-opened).

.--.-re

not part of
I agree that you
it is in the best in~ompany for you,
this issue, but I must concede that you are the better

proces;s to investigate this concern. I believe
meet with me to discuss

I appreciate your response and I thank you for your advice.

VIr,
Larry Criscione

From:

Sent:
To: Criscione, Larry S.
Cc: Franzjfjr@aol.com; Voss, Thomas R

Subject: Re: FIN: CAR 200702606, CAR 200701278 and CAR 200704911
Mr. Criscione.
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Thank you for coming forward with this issue. Your belief that a "cover-up" has occurred needs to be
addressed. You have several options relative to getting your concern into a formal process for
resolution. I encourage you to use any and all of them as necessary.
First, I encourage you to work with your management to assure the event is understood and
appropriate action has been taken. Considering the management changes that have occurred since
2003, you have many managers in responsible positions that were not involved and can address the
issue objectively.
Second, you can take the issue to the Employee Concerns Program. I understand a new Employee
Concerns Coordinator is being selected. This will provide an opportunity to bring a fresh set of eyes on
your concern.
Third, The NRC has the ability to look objectively at issues such as this by engineers from the Regional
Office or Headquarters, and professional investigators from The NRC Office of Investigations (01).
These 01 investigators are often former US Secret Service Agents or US Naval Investigative
Service Agents and are very good at investigating allegations of wrongdoing.
Fourth, If you have concerns that the NRC has not taken your concerns seriously, you can contact the
Office of the Inspector General. This is an organization that reports to Congress and has the
responsibility of.assuring that the NRC employees meet their Federal mandate of assuring public health
and safety. The OIG's phone number is on the NRC Form posted in various locations in the plant, or
can be obtained from the NRC's web site at WNW NRC.GOY.
Finally, Mr. Franz and I are not part of the formal processes that I have described which are available
for resolution of your concerns. The NRC expects the person with the concerns and the facts to come
forward in order for the issue to be investigated if the problem is not being addressed by the
licensee. Waiting for the next NSRB meeting to discuss this issue with Mr. Franz and me is not in the
best interest of you or the plant.
Regards,

From: CriSCione, Larry S.

2:14 PM
To:

Cc:

Thomas R
Subject: FW: CAR 200702606, CAR 200701278 and CAR 200704911

At 0100 on October 21, 2003 Callaway Plant commenced a down power from 100% power due to the
failure of inverter NN11. The plant was 17 hours and 39 minutes into the 24 hour LCO for TIS 3.8.7.A.
At 0721 the 6 hour shut down Limiting Condition for Operation of TIS 3.8.7.8 was entered. The plant
was at 38% power and the LCO required either NN11 to be restored or the plant to be shutdown to
MODE 3 by 1321. The LeO also required the plant to be cooled down to MODE 5 in 36 hours if NN11
was not restored.
At 0938 with the plant around 8% power a temperature transient occurred due to the opening of the
Main Turbine and MSR drains per an inappropriate procedure step. It is my opinion this transient was
caused by a procedure error and not a procedure use error on the part of the Operating crew.
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Over the next 25 minutes, temperature fell nearly 10°F resulting in a Letdown Isolation on low
Pressurizer Level and operation of the reactor below the Minimum Temperature for Criticality.
The Letdown Isolation occurred at around 1000 and restoration commenced around 1010. Letdown
flow was completely restored by 1015.
At 1013 the crew declared MODE 2 and the main turbine was tripped.
Upon tripping the main turbine, a 7°F temperature rise occurred as steam pressure built up to the
Steam Pressure setpoint of the condenser steam dumps. The negative reactivity inserted by this
temperature rise immediately resulted· in a negative startup rate (approximately -1/6 dpm). By 1023
reactor power was past the Point of Adding Heat and startup rate was approximately -1/3 dpm.

~as

stated in Action 5 to CAR 200702606 that he recognized the reactor shutdown
shortly after tripping the turbine.
Around 1204 the crew began inserting the control banks. Between the time of the inadvertent
shutdown and the initiation of control rod insertion 100 minutes later, no boration or any other
deliberate insertion of negative reactivity occurred.
At 1255 the Shutdown Margin calculation was completed and MODE 3 was declared.
The operating crew never documented the RCS temperature transient or the inadvertent shutdown in
the Corrective Action Process. A Callaway Action Request was written 38 days after the event by an
Engineering Department trainer to document the temperature transient (CAR 200308555).
I came across the inadvertent shutdown and apparent cover up while analyzing data for CAR
200701278 in February 2007. As you can see from the email trail below, I have unsuccessfully
attempted to address this issue via several avenues.
I brought this issue to the attention ~a email two weeks ago and have not received a
response.

_re

If possible, I would like to discuss the October 21, 2003 transient and apparent cover up w i t " " "
. . .~from the email trail below, I am not bringing this issue to you as~
my last resort intemal to the company.
You may contact me at work regarding this issue via this email address or at (573) 676-6113.
I would appreciate a response as to whether or not you intend to look into this matter.

Thank you,
Lawrence S. Criscione, PE
From: Criscione, Larry S.

Sent:
To:

2007 8:47 AM

-

CAR 200701278 and CAR 200704911

I am sorry I was unable to meet with you yesterday; I was out sick

I appreCiate the advice you gave me on this issue. Be assured, I am not bringing this issue to you as
my first course of action.
The October 1, 2007 email

to~ow essentially

explains the issue.
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I first came across it in mid-February 2007. During the remainder of February, I attempted to get
Operations to pay attention to it. Co-incidentally in late February the company tried to force me to work
unpaid overtime. Part of the discussions revolving around the unpaid overtime issue pertained to the
amount of unauthorized (by my supervisor) time I had spent researching and writing CAR 200701278.
At this point, I took the issue I had uncovered while researching CAR 200701278 to the NRC as
Allegation RIV-2007 -A-0028.
I am a Professional Engineer and as such I have an obligation to my employer to first address issues
internally. I attempted to do this in February 2007 and
2007 I met
continued to do so. In
with Dave Hollabaugh on this issue. I have also met with
well as multiple meetings with Operations.
I have been disappointed with the Nuclear Regulatory Commissions' handling of this issue and
addressed it in a letter to Senator Richard Durbin (I am an Illinois resident) on August 16, 2007. I am
meeting with Senator Durbin's office on October 26, 2007.
Like me, you draw a paycheck from Ameren. Although certain employees at Ameren wish to cover up
this problem, it is in the interest of the share holders that it be addressed. You are my last hope
internal to the company. I do not know how much help Senator Durbin's staff will be.
As a professional engineer I have an obligation to the public. People in responsible positions at a
commercial nuclear plant intentionally delaying the insertion of the control banks to cover up a transient
is serious business; refusing to investigate the matter is equally serious. After you and Senator Durbin,
my remaining re-course is public action groups and the press. I prefer to avoid that route if possible.
I have additional data I can send you on this matter (e.g. correspondence with the NRC and Senator
Durbin).
Very respectfully,
Larry Criscione

From: Criscione, larry S.

Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2007 12:27 PM
To: Belsky, Luanna M.
Subject: FW: CAR 200704911
Luanna,
If possible, could you please schedule a time for me to meet
today and can be reached at 68459 (thiS is not the same number as

I am the Shift Engineer

Thank you,
Larry Criscione
-----Original Message----
From; Hollabaugh, David S.
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2007 12:14 PM
To: Criscione, Larry S.; Mclaughlin, Sharon S.
Subject: Re: CAR 200704911
Larry - I am offsite on bbsiness until Friday, when NSRB will be gone, so I
can't really help you.
You might check wi~h Sharon.
Dave

From: Hughes, Gary A,

Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2007 11:41 AM
To: CriSCione, Larry S.
Subject: RE: CAR 200704911
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Talk to L Belsky. She is the keeper of the schedule f o r . . ,

From: Criscione, Larry S.

Sent: Wednesday, October 17,2007 10:59 AM
To: Hollabaugh, David S.
Cc: Mdaughlin, Sharon 5.; Kanuckel, Leslie H.; Hughes, Gary A.
Subject: CAR 200704911
Mr. Hollabaugh,

I was hoping to speak with"'regarding the October 21,2003 incident of leaving the control
banks withdrawn for 100 minutes following an unplanned shutdown.

-

I am unable to find his contact information in Outlook (or that of any of the NSRB members). I would
appreciate any assistance you might provide me in obtaining a meeting w i t h " " ' "

.

Thank you,
Larry Criscione

From: Criscione, Larry 5.

Sen
Monda
i i iOctober
l:
01, 2007 9:21 AM
To:
Cc:

I
W.; Kanuckel, Leslie H.; Mclaughlin, Sharon S.; Hollabaugh, David S.; Hughes, Gary
A.; Cunningham, James L.

Subject: CAR 200702606

CAR 200702606 has be~d like to meet with you at your convenience to discuss this
CAR. It was written by~ March.
I would have liked to seen the Corrective Action Program handle this CAR differently, but quite frankly I
believe the real issue is beyond the Corrective Action Process. For this reason, I can accept the
closure of CAR 200702606 (CAR 200704911 has been more appropriately assigned, is still InProcess
and addresses some of the same issues). This is an issue I would like to personally discuss with you,
however. I have discussed CAR 200702606 several times with my supervisors in Operations since
March.

not
who was present. ~
, I have discussed this issue separately at some point with ~

The May 14, 2007 meeting concemed CAR 200704911 and a QA Audit which was in progress on '
,
meeting I expressed my concern that on October 21, 2003 t~
control banks withdrawn to cover up the fact that the reacto~
,
shortly after tripping the turbine.
~onses
~oth

to Actions 5 & 6 of CAR 200702606,
claim the following:

I. They were aware the reactor would go subcritical when the turbine was tripped.

2. The shutdown was not inadvertent and there was no intention to maintain MODE 2,
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3.

The Control Banks were not immediately inserted due to higher priority activities.

Regarding item 1: Although I am not convinced~cognized that the reactor
would go subcritical upon tripping the turbine, I h~e the claim that they did
recognize it and will have to accept them at their word.
Regarding item 2: It has been my experience at Callaway Plant that if there is any hope that Tech
Spec required equipment might be restored prior to the expiration of the Completion Time for the
limiting Condition for Operation, then the plant will remain in the LCO until just prior to the expiration
of the Completion Time. Based on this experience, I believe that Plant Management expected the
reactor to remain critical until the time limit for LCO 3.B.7.B was within an hour of expiring (around
noon). Shutting down the reactor was the right course of action given the circumstances (the 10°F
temperature excursion which brought the reactor below the Minimum Temperature for Criticality).
Although the control room staff did not attempt to maintain the reactor critical after the temperature
transient (a correct response to the plant conditions), they did not actively shutdown the reactor
(continuation of the correct response). They allowed the reactor to passively shutdown on temperature
and Xenon but took no active action (increasing boron concentration or inserting rods) for 100
minutes. As a result of their inaction, they inserted the control banks at about the time Plant
Management was expecting them to. I believe this was not a co-incidence. I believe insertion of the
Control Banks was intentionally delayed to avoid having to explain to Plant Management why the
reactor was not maintained critical while repairs to inverter NN 11 were still in progress.
Regarding item 3: I have talked to several Senior Reactor Operators and Reactor Operators regarding
this event. None of them (other than the two involved) would have allowed anything to delay them in
inserting the Control Banks. The "higher priority activities" which prevented the crew from promptly
inserting control banks on October 21, 2003 were: the final steps of OTO-NN-00001 (page 5 of OTO
NN-00001, Rev. 006), the final step of OTO-BG-00001 (VERIFY pressurizer level being maintained at
program level in automatic) and the four I&C surveillance on the PowerRange Nuclear Instruments
(the last of which was performed while inserting the control banks which begs the question why these
surveillances delayed the insertion of the control banks).
I did not take notes at the May 14 meeting and have cOI:>iel:l• • • •
ensure I have not misstated any facts concerning this meeting. I copied
"""~..,.<>'" he is
the Originator of CAR 200702606. Although ~s accepted the cl
it is
my understanding he does not believe this is~s, as yet, been satisfactorily resolved.
VIr,

larry Criscione

From: CriSCione, Larry S.
Sent: Morlday, May 14, 20075:39 AM
To: Hollabaugh, David S.; Cunningham, James L.
Subject: RE: QA Audit and CARS 200704911

Dave and Jim,
Please let me know when you have time to meet today.
I have some concerns with CARS 200704911 which I intend to address with the NRC on Friday.
Although the company has been made aware of all the issues in CARS 200704911 on several
occasions, I want to ensure the company understands the importance of these issue before I meet with
the regulators.
Thanks,
Larry Criscione
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From: Kanuckel, Leslie H.

Sent: Friday, May 11, 2007 11:11 AM
To: Criscione, Larry S.
Cc: Cunningham, James L.; Hollabaugh,· David S.
Subject: RE: QA Audit and CARS 200704911
I'll let you, Jim, and Dave work out a time.

Les

From: Criscione, Larry S.

Sent: Friday, May 11, 2007 11 :04 AM
To: Kanuckel, Leslie H.
Cc: Cunningham, James L.; Hollabaugh, David S,
Subject: RE: QA Audit and CARS 200704911
I'U take whatever you can give me on Monday.

From: Kanuckel, Leslie H.

Sent: Friday, May 11, 2007 11 :00 AM
To: Criscione, Larry S.
Cc: Cunningham, James L.; Hollabaugh, David 5.
Subject: RE: QA Audit and CARS 200704911
Larry, I am willing to meet with you but I can't support a 3 hour meeting. If you want to meet at 0900
1000 or 1OOO~ 11 00 on Monday, I can support that If this meeting would be to pass on info that you
have put together as part of your audit preparations and that you still want factored into the audit, that
is Jim Cunningham's job as an Audit Team Leader. I have full confidence that Jim would consider this
info objectively and I wouldn't need to be involved in the specifics at this point. Let me know what you
want to do. Les

From: Criscione, Larry S.

Sent: Friday, May 11, 2007 9:46 AM
To: Kanuckel, Leslie H.
Cc: Cunningham, James L.; Hollabaugh, David S,
Subject: QA Audit and CARS 200704911
Les,
I was informed by Jim Milligan today that I am no longer available to assist Jim Cunningham with the
QA Audit on Operations. The reason given was that I am needed to assist in working down the
Operations Corrective Action backlog.
I believe the real reason is related to our discussion last week concerning CARS 200704911 - that
Operations is not really interested in identifying adverse trends.
I have two CARS which I was planning to discuss with Jim Cunningham during the audit next week.
would like to set up a time on Monday when I can meet with you, Jim Cunningham and Dave
Hollabaugh. I will need approximately three hours. This is a separate from topic from the one Dave
ti0llabaugh and I have already made plans to meet about on Monday.
Thank you,
Larry Criscione
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From: Cunningham, James L.
Sent: Sunday, May 06,20076:26 AM
To: Criscione, Larry S.
Subject: RE: CARS 200703391
Larry, attached is the verification plan that I want you to use to guide reviews. See you May 14-16.
Thanks,
Jim Cunningham

From: Criscione, Larry S.
Sent: Sunday, May 06, 2007 6:21 AM
To: Cunningham, James L.
ec: Milligan, James W.
Subject: RE: CARS 200703391
Jim,
Thanks for the review. The Late Entries were added by Keith Duncan and I did verify they were
present.
Several weeks ago I was told you needed me to participate during the week of May 14. As far as I
know, I am working for you on May 14, 15 and 16. Jim Milligan agreed to this prior to the outage and
has not told me anything to the contrary since that time.
I am attending LOCT with Steve Kochert's crew on May 1D, 11 and 12 in order to be free to support
the QA audit during the following week. I am working nights through May 9 so I am unavailable prior
to May 14.
Somewhere in my inbox I have a schedule for the audit which you sent me. If you could forward me
the latest schedule for the week of May 14 I would appreCiate it.
Thanks,
Larry

From: Cunningham, James L.
Sent: Saturday, May OS, 2007 6: 11 AM
To: Criscione, Larry S.

Subject: RE: CARS 200703391
Larry, did we actually make the changes that you reference in the CAR response? If so, great job and
I concur with your response. Changing the subject, are you still going to be able to participate in the
Ops Audit for a couple of days between May 7-18?

Corrective Actions:
The following have am mended (+-misspelled) the logs:
• CAR 200703391 resolution to be more specific for Log entries; PEMO lA, S1 PMP A
stopped due to no indicated discharge pressure. Job 05515515.485 in progress.
• CAR 200703391 resolution to be more specific for Log entries; It was detennined that
the MCB discharge pressure indication was isolated due to manual isolation closed to
supportCOMS and ESFAS testing. PEMOIA, Sl PMP A started to support Job
05515515.485 .
• CAR 200703391 resolution to be more specific for Log entries; PEMOIA, Sl PMP A
stopped no leak-by observed, Job 05515515.485 complete SAT.
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From: Criscione, Larry S.

Sent: Saturday, May OS, 2007 1:21 AM
To: Cunningham, James L.

Subject: CARS 200703391
Jim,
Please review the response for CARS 200703391 and let me know of any comments.
Thank you,
Larry Criscione
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(FMD/larry, l:(IS~CI.o~J
Meeting Response

A'dobePDf
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Criscione" ~!Irry 5., ha,s.a<,:c!,ptedt~isf!1eeting.
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<Criseione! l~rry 5.·
Jacobs.: lana R.
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~o.n
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;Subject:Accept~&~(AR~;1OO10~9~~f-:if:MD/lar.ty CrisCione) ,

:7;:..';..·._....._....~ ....;......:.........._._ .......;_. ___ . ,.. . . __ ~_:........:. ,;.... ___ ..............."' ..... .
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Jacobs, Lana:k.
·A~Cl!pteC::CAR\200V0127~. [FM[m:flrry.·cris~ione), .

•_.'•• _.~_':':. ~" .", •••,.'.".f.... ~. _,••.:, ...... ~.•

When:

ov._.::. ~._~_: .".: .~"'" ..'. '....,_ .. _: .~~.: __ :......:......;..........:.".. ~ ..__ :..... __ ~ ..:. ..

""0 __

w:. ••• ~ __ ._ ••-• •• __ ••__ •

w·• • • . ; .

Wednesday; ~unI!13::2QO?:.8:30 AM:-9:00'AMJl1T(-06:OO) Central timl!~(US&~.anada).

location: Fadi office

...

See more about: .Crisc"ione, Larry S..
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From:

To:
Subject:

Date:

Thursday, August 30, 2007 2:39:49 PM

I wrote CAR 200701278 on February 10, 2007 and sent it to Screening on February 12,2007 after
giving the Reactor Operator group two days to review it and provide me feedback.
On February 13, I attended the CARS Screening Committee meeting as an 'observer" and argued
CAR 200701278 should be screened as with a Sig 1, 2 or 3 (based on the fact that two of the
incidents which went unanalyzed at the time should have been investigated as Sig 1 CARs). I
recognized a Significance level of 1 was unlikely to be provided and told the meeting I would settle for
a Sig 3 if there was a commitment by Operations to form a "Root Cause" style team to evaluate how
we perform low power operations. Based on input from the Operations representative, it was screened
as a Sig 4.
CAR 200701278 was reviewed by the Reactivity Management Review Committee on March 20 and
upgraded to a Sig 3 on March 21.
On March 28, 2007 a team was formed and met for one hour to decide a course of action and time
table. I was neither invited to the meeting nor even informed of the team's existence. As the originator
of CAR 200701278 I would have at least expected the team would solicit my input
guidance for low power '
On May 30 I sent an email ~
for low power operations, O~I
email to you in which I requested a meeting to address the issue,
We met on June 5 and June 13. In the June 1 email I specifically requested that you take the lead of
CAR 200701278, You informed me in one of our meetings that you were confident Operations would
satisfactorily address the issue and would instead ensure the issue was addressed by assigning an
action for CAR 200701278 to be brought to the Corrective Action Review Board when ready for
closure,
Following our meetings Operations initially took prompt action to address CAR 200701278, A team met
on June 19, 20 and 21 to evaluate CAR 200701278 and determine necessary additions to OTG-ZZ
00005. I was invited to participate in the meetings. Although the meetings were timely and productive,
there was no follow through: I was never directed to incorporate guidance into OTG-ZZ-00005 and
was told by Jim Milligan some one else would be handling it.
With no outside oversight to drive them, it appears Operations made no effort to incorporate the team's
decisions into OTG-ZZ-00005 from June 21 to August 15. CAR 200701278 was extended for a third
time (since being upgraded to a Sig 3) on July 25, 2007.
On August 15, 2007 " ' - i r e c t e d me to revise OTG-ZZ-00004 and OTG-ZZ-00005 such that
the operators would ~tted to attempt low power operations without the turbine unless the
following conditions were met:
• Reactor Engineering had developed a Reactivity Management Plan
• The Reactivity Management Plan had been practiced in the simulator by the crew during Pre
Evolution Practice
• A dedicated RO or SRO is assigned to monitor reactivity
I pushed back by informing IJIthe new requirements would prevent the plant from being able to
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respond to emergent problems involving the turbine controls (such as the EHC leak experienced in
May) or turbine auxiliaries. I was directed to make the necessary revisions by the end of the day and
have the procedures issued prior to CAR 200701278 going to CARB on August 16.
When I questioned the urgency of the revision (there was no resources dedicated to this all summer) I
. was informed that CAR 200701278 was due on August 16 and a further extension would require
permission from the Site Vice President. I informed Operations that because of the history of CAR
200701278 (it chan'ged leads several times prior to RF15 and was re-screened at least once) they
should ensure the due date counter was accurate prior to troubling the Vice President.
I completed the necessary procedure changes on August 15. Due to illness I was nol at work on
August 16. The counter was adjusted back to 2 on August 16 and CAR 200701278 was extended a
fourth time (though the counter now only indicates three). The due date was changed to October 17.
The reason for moving the counter from 3 to 2 is documented in the Screening Comments of CAR
200701278. The reason makes no sense to me, but it's your prerogative as to whether you wish to
challenge it.
n Au us 20, I was directed to get OTG-ZZ-00005 issued by Tuesday (August 21). I insisted that
view the procedure. ~s insistent (rightfully) that the procedure be validated in the
Sl u a or prior to issue.

iII

On the morning of August 22 when I requested _ _ _ provide a Reactivity Management Plan
for our simulator validation (which was then onl~ away) and a Reactor Engineer to support
the validation I received push back (rightfully) that we should not be doing business this way. Jim's
belief was that Operations should develop the procedure guidance. Reactor Engineering would be
available for questions and support during the development process and would provide a Cross
Discipline Review. The writing, review and validation should all occur in sequence and under a
reasonable time frame. Rushing these steps i_rallel solely to avoid extending a CAR due date is
not acceptable. (I agree whole heartedly with
sition and would add that the procedure should
have been reviewed by the Reactivity Managem
ommittee prior to issuing). At the direction of
' - - " u p p o r t e d the validation efforts. "stated he would write a CAR documenting the

~

On August 22, OTG-ZZ-00005 was validated in the simulator. This was a last minute effort Which
cycled the training center and Reactor Engineering as well as the Operations day staff and shift
personnel. Please note that my concern is not that OTG-ZZ-00005 should not have required
validation; my concern is that the validation had to be unnecessarily rushed due to poor planning and
procrastination during the summer months.
On August 23, I had a discussion With~y. He was reviewing the new addendum for the first
time and had not been consulted in Ju~er) when the team decided on the ·pre-requisites" for
low power operations (he was not available to attend the simulator validation the day earlier due to pre
planned maintenance he was assigned to coordinate). He agreed with me that the new restrictions
could unnecessarily prevent the operator~ allowed to maintain MODE 1 with the turbine
tripped. We discussed this concern with~
In response to this concern, further revisions were incorporated into OTG-ZZ-00005, I worked 6.5
hours of unpaid overtime to incorporate these comments. Although I believe salaried personnel should
be expected to put in extra time to respond to emergent developments, this was not an emergent
development:
•
• The urgency was being driven solely to meet a due date which had no significance other than it
was committed to by Operations (there was no evolution relying on it)
• Tt:1e urgency was caused in large part due to procrastination - no resources were committed to
revising the procedures until the due date was two days away
• The urgency was caused in part by poor leadership - the team addressing CAR 200701278 did
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not involve ~y early in the pr~though the procedures which
needed to ~tage scheduling (~ and operation of the plant

•

~s

caused in part by poor decision making - the "commercial" concerns of
unnecessarily restricting operations was not recognized as important by my supervisors when I
was originally directed to revise OTG-ZZ-00005

The bulleted items above pertain to more than just "Respect" for the time of salaried persons; they
pertain to nuclear safety. Having to rush through a procedure revision is not the way a nuclear plant
should do business. "Time pressure" is noted throughout the industry as a contributor to human
performance errors.
OTG-ZZ-00005 was iSSUe_fterof normal working hours on August 24 due to further delays
ad to have her comments incorporated at the last minute
experienced on that day:
because her input was not so iClted earlier in the process.
CAR 200707757 was written to ensure comments which could not be addressed during the review and
validation process were incorporated in future revisions. Although the items in CAR 200707757 can
reasonably be considered "Enhancements", they are important and could have easily been incorporated
had a reasonable time frame for writing, reviewing and validating the procedure been allotted.
I typically copy the involved individuals on emailssuch as this for two reasons:
I. As a courtesy for them to know what feedback I am providing to you.
To allow them to correct any misstatements or misunderstandings I might have.

2.

Because of the blunt nature of this email, I have decided to send it to only you. As a professional, I
am sure you will reserve judgment on any individual's actions until you have heard their side of the
story.
I am taking a risk at providing you this feedback. I am providing you this feedback because it is
information I believe you need to have. It is an example of how our process is not functioning smoothly
even though our Performance Indicators might indicate it is. I never saw the CAR which Jim Mcinvale
stated he would write on August 22 and would not blame him for not writing it. Providing a dissenting
, voice at Callaway Plant is rewarded with words only but is often punished with actions.
I have a Performance Improvement Plan which directs me to "Keep department leadership informed of
issues." Please recognize it is impossible for me to take this through my chain of command and still
provide you an accurate accounting in the end of the way I perceive events to have occurred. By
directly providing you this feedback I am opening myself up to Performance Appraisal comments
regarding going around my chain of command. However, my chain of command has been informed of
these issues many times and has failed to address them.
Many of the events presented above are undocumented' because they occurred as conversations.
have been provided a Performance Improvement Plan which directs me to "Utilize accurate verbal and
written communications." By providing you this feedback, I am opening myself up to Performance
Appraisal comments regarding inaccuracies - both from inaccurate statements I may have made
because I do not have all the information available and from false claims of others denying my version
of events.
I have stated my view of events bluntly. I have been provided a Performance Improvement Plan which
directs I "Do not degrade peers verbally or in written communications" and "Utilize non-confrontational
terminology in verbal and written communications," In the past Operations has viewed a blunt
accounting of errors as both "confrontational" and "degrading". By providing you this feedback, I am
opening myself up to Performance Appraisal comments regarding both "degrading" and
"confrontational" comments.
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I have an obligation to my employer (the share holders of Amer'en) to not ignore this issue (inadequate
organizational response to CAR 200701278). In spite of this obligation, I would not be providing you
feedback if I believed you did not desire it. If I believe~,"• • • •
interested in this feedback I would provide it to them. If you do not
feedback, please let me know so I will not waste your and my time in the future.
As the owner of the Corrective Action Process, I am informing you that you have disappointed me.
The solution to CAR 200701278 involved more than just meeting artificial due dates and placing the
right words in the Lead Response. It should have involved laying out a plan, setting milestones,
meeting commitments and reviewing the final product. I would suggest that in June you should have
required a time table from Operations for developing and implementing a solution to CAR 200701278,
A short review of where we were at on the time table should have occurred at every CARB meeting; if
progress was unacceptable a break out meeting in your office at a future time should have been
arranged for the CAR Lead to' explain wliy the plan could not be implemented and what was
necessary for recovery,
Finally, you can never go wrong by inviting the Originator to CARB.
Originator; however, I must confess
because of other commitments which
did look forward to attending CARB,
Very respectfully,
Lawrence Criscione

,

/

From: Mcinvale, James B.

Sent: Friday, August 24, 20078:11 AM
To: Criscione, Larry S.
Cc: Denny, Rick J.; Hopkins, David L.; Milligan, James W.; Weekley, John R.
Subject: RE: OTG-ZZ-00005 Revision for CAR 200701278

It's an Ops call.
If it were me, I'd weigh the risk of cluttering up the procedure with a lot of contingencies and decision
and keep it simple - either have a tested plan and stick to it, or go to Mode 3. It's not like we will often
have a need to go to low power without enough time to get a plan together. Worst case, you have to
do a Reactor Start-up and lose a little timefgeneration,
Again, just my opinion
Jim

it's an Ops call.

From: Criscione, Larry S.

Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2007 10: 11 PM
To: Mcinvale, James B.

Cc: Weekley, John R.; Bradley, Evelyn H.; Milligan, James W.; Denny, Rick J.; Bradley, Gregory L.
Subject: OTG-ZZ-00005 Revision for CAR 200701278

Jim,
OTG-ZZ-00005 and its addendum are still being revised.
The emaits below contain some of the history on this.
When I took the procedures t o . . " o r review today, he felt (and I agreed) that we were being
overly restrictive by:
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I. Not allowing the crews to trip the turbine and maintain MODE 1 without PrEP training. This
requirement essentially prevents an emergent rapid down power to MODE 1 under any and all
circumstances.
2. Not allowing the plant the option to conduct MODE 2 operations under any circumstances.
Our solution to #1 is to remove the PrEP and IPTE requirements from the version of Addendum 03
which you agreed to this aftemoon.
Our solution to #2 is to issue a second addendum (Addendum 04) which is similar to what we have
been attempting to issue for the last week.
all "on board" with the
procedures.

I am sorry this effort has been so disorganized over the last week. I have been trying to get this issue
resolved since February but was not allotted time to work on it until last Wednesday (August 15). The
final product is essentially what me~agreed to in late February but due to his other
commitments I was unable to get ~t his weight behind this until today.
Please page me when you arrive at work Friday moming and let me know when you are available to
meet.
Thank you,
Larry Criscione

From: Criscione, Larry S.
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2007 1:29 PM
To: Denny, Rick J.
Cc: Milligan, James W.
Subject: RE: OTG-ZZ-00005, Addendum 03 Validation Results
I believe we should have a procedure to take the plant to MODE 2 and hold power. Such a procedure
would need to require an IPTE brief, Pre-Evolution Practice and a Reactivity Management Plan.
I am not confident that any crew on any night can successfully maintain MODE 2 descending without
just-in-time preparation and a specific Reactivity Management Plan. With PrEP, an IPTE brief,
Reactivity Management Plan and proper procedural guidance, I am confident all our crews can
successfully maintain MODE 2.
rThe procedural guidance for this evolution would be very different than that provided for maintaining 7
to 14% power without the turbine. It should be a separate procedure (addendum). Mixing MODE 2
with 7 to 14% power will unnecessarily clutter the instructions for both evolutions.
he believes we should issue
After discussing the validation of Addendum 03 with _
Addendum 03 for MODE 1 operations only to close ~'278 and write a separate Addendum
for MODE 2 operations (the MODE 2 addendum is not needed to close CAR 200701278). I agreed
with this decision.
Where I disagreed with Jim was making the low MODE 1 addendum an IPTE procedure and requiring
PrEP and a Reactivity Plan in the pre-requisites. I believe PrEP and a Reactivity Management Plan
should be required by the ODP, but requiring them in the pre-reqUisites might unnecessarily tie our
hands in the future. Since the Addendum now requires the crew to abort the evolution if MODE 2 is
reached, the danger of repeat a Zion or Surry event are no longer present. The concern of repeating
the Zion or Surry events was what originally drove the IPTE designation.
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From: Denny, Rick J.
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2007 12:54 PM
To: Criscione, Larry S.
Subject: RE: OTG-ZZ-OOOOS, Addendum 03 Validation Results
Larry,
Can we take the plant to 2%, go on Aux Feed to repair a common problem with the MFPs? Or do you
feel we should just go to Mode 3?
Rick

From: Criscione, Larry S.
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2007 12:47 PM
To: Milligan, James W.; Hopkins, David L; Weekley, John R.; Denny, Rick J.; Bradley, Evelyn H.
Cc: Bonvillian, David G.; Aldrich, Steven V.; Kimminau, Gregory T; Maxwell, Scott A; Mcinvale, James
B.; Carr, Thomas D.
. Subject: OTG-ZZ-OOOOS, Addendum 03 Validation Results
Gentlemen and Hope:
Yesterday we validated OTG-ZZ-00005, Addendum 03 in the simulator. I am having ,difficulty
incorporating the validation comments.
The validation was performed smoothly. The crew had no difficulty maintaining power and temperature
in the required band. Although a "worst case" simulator IC was not available (our IC was for a
10%/hour down power from 100% to 30% power vice a 30%/hour down power so the Xenon transient
was near the peak vice the point of maximum slope), the operators generally concurred a stronger
Xenon transient could have been handled.
Most of the validation comments dealt with language I placed.in the procedure for recovery from MODE

2.
My philosophy in writing the procedure was to have instruction for maintaining the reactor critical in low
MODE 1 between 7% to 14% power. However, I did not intend to have the operators abort the effort if
power lowered below 7% power and even into MODE 2 as long as the operators felt they could recover
in a controlled manner. I received several comments on these steps and cautions.
I believe with a proper procedure and timely preparation (PrEP, IPTE brief, Reactivity Management
Plan), we can rely on any of our crews to:
1. recognize when reactor power should not be recovered or attempts to maintain reactor power
are futile
2. if recoverable, transition back to MODE 1 and restore reactor power to the band.
If we do not wish the crews to recover reactor power from MODE 2 (i.e. if in the procedure we will
make 5% power a point at which the crew must transition back to OTG-ZZ-00005 to perform a reactor
shutdown) then I do not believe PrEP, IPTE brief or Reactivity Management Plan are essential. That
is:
• the procedure need not be IPTE
• PrEP should be required by the ODP but should not be a pre-requisite in the procedure
• A Reactivity Management Plan should be required by the ODP but should not be a pre-requisite
in the procedure.
I base the above three items on the ease at which the operators maintained 7 to 14% yesterday. Well
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above the POAH the reactor is stable. As long as the Xenon transient can be handled with the
available rod height and dilution capability, there should be no problems safely operating the reactor
within this band. Aborting the evolution if MODE 2 is reached will ensure the historic pitfalls
encountered when attempting to recover the plant below the POAH (Zion and Surry events) will not
occur.
Please provide me your comments on the above. I believe an addendum which aborts the evolution
when power transits below 5% will meet the requirements to close CAR 200701278. An ITPE
addendum which allows recovery of reactor power from short transients below 5% power is worth
pursuing (and is currently written and in the review process) but is not required for closure of CAR

200701278.
Thank you,
Larry Criscione
From: Criscione, Larry S.
Sent: Friday, June aI, 2007 8:03 AM
To: Milligan, James W.; Weekley, John R.; Bradley, Evelyn H.; Neterer, David W.
Cc: Diya, Fadi M.
Subject: FW: Low Power Reactor Operation - Commercial Concern

For your information.

From: Criscione, Larry S.
Sent: Friday, June aI, 2007 12:35 AM
To: Diya, Fadi M.
Cc: Naslund, Charles D.; Heflin, Adam C.
Subject: FW: low Power Reactor Operation - Commercial Concern

Mr. Diya,

~as suggested I should have addressed this through my chain of. command prior to
~ntervention from a Senior Vice President. Although I have indirectly addressed this issue
with you (during discussions regarding CAR 200704911) I never directly requested your intervention in
addressing the need for a team to develop guidance for Low Power Reactor Operation following a rapid
down power.
Since mid-February. I have been attempting to get Reactor Engineering and Operations to look at the
data attached to CAR 200701278. Unfortunately, Operations does not recognize the value in analyzing
our past mistakes for future improvement. The next link in the chain is you.
In the email below.lmistakenly stated a team had not
a team consisting
verified that all
issues to be addressed. Meeting minutes were apparently
occurred or as yet are scheduled to occur.

formed. ~has informed me
t~ that meeting they
defined the remaining
No post RF15 meetings have

•re not the individuals to address this issue. Although all
,- .. ,-,
...
positions in their departments will prevent them from
meeting in a timely manner. These three men are the group which should be reviewing the proposal
made by the real team. The real team should consist of Reactor Operator(s), Reactor Engineer(s),
or another engineer associated with the Plant Computer upgrade) and myself - people
.
o .
ay Plant can commit to a week long "Root Cause" style team.
......

In addition to previously holding a SRO license at Callaway, I have operations experience at Clinton
Power Station and was an Engineering Officer of the Watch on both a submarine and a surface plant.
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I was qualified as an Engineer Officer by Naval Reactors and hold a PE license in Nuclear
Engineering. During my ship board assignment on a submarine I experienced many Xenon transients;
during my prototype assignment I conducted many shutdowns and short turnaround startups. I have a
good deal of experience dealing with Xenon and temperature transients at low reactor powers (and I do
recognize I must defer to the experience of my Reactor Operators since there are significant
differences between highly enriched naval cores and low enrichment commercial cores). I am also
more familiar with the data from CAR 200701278 than anyone else on site and have a strong
relationship with many of the Reactor Operators. I can only speculate why Operations does not want
to utilize me to address this issue.
Please recognize this is NOT an Operations issue, The loss of 31 hours of generation is an Ameren
Generation issue. For this reason and because the solution involves both Operations and Engineering,
I would like you to sponsor CAR 200701278,

iSa

As a Professional Engineer, I have an obligation to my employer to ensure issues are either
appropriately addressed at my level or the solutions are at least rejected by the appropriate level of
Although
re my supervisors,
authority (which for this issue
they are not my employer. Amere
employer.
to analyze and learn
from its mistakes has negatively impacted Ameren in the past (Le. June 17, 2005), lowe it to my
employer to ensure this does not occur in the future.
I would like to meet with you next week to discuss CAR 200701278 and the options for seeing it
properly addressed in a timely manner (I.e. before a MODE 2 or low MODE 1 forced outage). Please
let me know when a good time for you to meet is and I will ensure I am available.
VIr,
Larry Criscione

From: Criscione, Larry S.
Sent: Wednesday, May 30, 2007 9:04 PM
To: Naslund, Charles D.
Cc: Voss, Thomas R; Heflin, Adam c.; Herrmann, Timothy E.; Diya, Fadi M.; Neterer, David W.;
Patterson, John T. (callaway Plant); Denny, Rick J.; Lancaster, Jeffrey D.; Weekley, John R.; Bradley,
Evelyn H.; Milligan, James W.; Belchik, George N.; Bianco, Frederick J.; Harris, Shane M.; Keyes, James
L.; Miner, Stephen V.; Ganz, Steven T.; Jennings, Michael D.; Shannon, Patrick c.; Dumas, James W.;
Yager, Jeffrey W.; Mcinvale, James B.; Olmstead, Gary W.; Lamb, Ronald T.
Subject: Low Power Reactor Operation - Commercial Concern
Mr. Naslund,
In the past five years Callaway Plant has twice attempted to maintain Mode 2 descending and has
been unsuccessful both times. The second time (June 17. 2005) cost the company 31 hours of lost
generation. This could have been avoided had lessons been learned from the first event (October 21.
2003) which appears to have never been brought to the attention of upper management.
In February, CAR 200701278 documented the difficulties the plant has experienced with maintaining
low reactor power. The data analysis which led to CAR 200701278 was done in support of the pre
RF15 upgrade of OTG-ZZ-00005 (Plant Shutdown 20% Power to Hot Standby). CAR 200701278
requested two items:

1. Prior to RF15. determine the required plant conditions to successfully perform OSP-AC-00005
(Turbine Actual Overs peed Trip).

2. After RF15. develop a proceduralized strategy for maintaining the reactor critical in MODE 2
descending (or in low MODE 1).
Item 1 was successfully accomplished b y " r i o r to RF15. CAR 200701278 was then
assigned to Operations daystaff for item 2.
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The team requested for item 2 has not yet been formed. The need to form this team has been
stressed 'to Operations leadership several limes during the past two weeks.
Currently, there is an EHC leak from CIV #1: It may be necessary to shutdown the turbine to fix this
leak. Provided the operators have the appropriate guidance and information, at this time in core life it
should be possible to maintain 10% reactor power while repairing the EHC leak - even if the down
power prior to the shut down is conducted at 30%/hr due to degradation of plant conditions. The
coordination of Operations, Training and Reactor Engineering will be crucial to the success of maintain
the reactor critical following an emergent (30%fhr) shutdown evolution.
The current EHC leak is a prime example of why the plant should not delay in committing the
necessary resources to develop the strategy requested in item 2 of CAR 200701278.
Your support of this endeavor would be appreciated by those who may be challenged with maintaining
power following a rapid shutdown.
Very respectfully,
Lawrence Criscione
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Criscione Larry S~
Olmstead Gary W ; Hopkins DaVid l ; Mcinvale. James B
CAR 200702606 investigation
Friday. August 24, 20072:18;02 PM

From:
To:
Subject:

Date:

Gentlemen:

I was assigned the Lead for CAR 200702606 last Thursday (8/17). ~as assigned Action
1 of CAR 200702606 on March 21 with the non-specific directive to~ceptabilit.Y of the
reactivity mlJlanaoement for this condition and expected plant response." This Action' was closed
on April 18.
sically came to the conclusion which I did in CAR 200701278: reactor safety was
never in que Jon i:lue to the Xenon transient and there is no apparent reason for delaying 100 minutes
for inserting the control rods. Like me, he could n6t completely assess the issue from a data and
document review alone. This he noted in the Action response:
A review of this data cannot assess the manner in which reactivity was monitored and
controlled, nor does it reflect other plant conditions in process at the time.
The only way to determine whether reactivity was managed appropriately is to interview the operators.
Hopefully they will remember what went on that day and will give an honest account. Below is Action
4 of CAR 200702606. I am planning on assigning it to the operators present in the control room on
the day of the shutdown, Please review the action and let me know if there are any concerns or
questions I should include:
This action is being assigned to gather information for evaluating the needed
corrective actions for closure of CAR 200702606.
Document the following information in the Lead Response to this action:
]. Why did the Operating Crew not document the secondary plant transient
which caused the letdown isolation in the Callaway Action Request System on
the date it occurred or on a preceding date?
2. When did the control room operators I'ecognize that the reactor was shut
down?
3. Who on the Operating Crew recognized the reactor had shutdown?
4. Why was the inadvertent shutdown of the reactor not documented in the
control room log?
5, Who in Operations upper management was informed that the reactor had
shutdown?
6, Who in plant upper management was informed that the reactor had shutdown?
7, What activities were in progress which prevented insertion of the control
banks for 100 minutes?
8. Why did the Operating Crew not document the inadveltent shutdown of the
reactor in the Callaway Action Request System?
Thank you,
Larry Criscione
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Larry Criscione
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Criscione, Larry S.
Monday, August 27, 2007 4:16 PM
Olmstead, Gary W.
Hopkins, David L.
RE: CAR 200702606 investigation

Gary,
At 0659 this morning,~anged the Lead on CAR 200702606 from me to himself. At 1024 he changed the
due date to Sept. 3 a~ closed the Callaway Action Request.
At some time before 1021, he deleted my Action 4 and replaced it with a Management Close Review action. While I was
writing Action 4, I had it assigned to me. Since it was still in Initiate, all record of it disappeared when Jim deleted it.

~ve no explanation in his

response to CAR 200702606 for the suspicious time delay for inserting the control
the Lead to
restored the due date to October 17,
restored Action 4 as Actions 5 & 6 and sent Actions 5 & 6

~~Because of this, I re-opened CAR 200702606, resto

Because of my Control Room coverage today, I have been unable to discuss With*hY he closed CAR 200702606
and deleted my action.
In a May 14, 2007 meeting w i t h _ u a l i ty Assurance, I discussed the incidents described in CAR
200702606. I do not know the
. 0 a augh's investigation, and I do not believe ~ intends to
discuss his investigation
with me u
its completion. I also discussed the i~Peck and Mr.
Dumbacher on June 6.
informed of my conversation with the residents. If
the Employee Concerns
the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
resident inspectors and the Plant Manager are unconcerned with this issue, I do not suspect.l will be successful
---~a-ddrefss"(n-g-inh-rbugh-th-e-Calll::lwaTA"ction-ReqlfEfSrSystem.

I discussed my email below with
•
•
•

His opinion is:

Because the event occurred more than three years ago, we will likely never know the reason for the delay
Although the current closure of CAR 200702606 leaves some questions unanswered, these questions no longer
need to be answered for the safe operation of the plant
The improvements to OTG-ZZ-00005 which resulted from CAR 200701278 are adequate resolution to all the
operational issues associated with CAR 200702606.

I agree with all of the above. If Actions 5 & 6 do not provide adequate answers, I will have to consider this issue closed as
far as the Corrective Action Process is concerned. Any further investigation of this issue would (and should) be
conducted outside of the Corrective Action Process.
Larry Criscione
From: Olmstead, Gary W.
Sent: Monday, August 27,200711:57 AM
To: Criscione, Larry S.
Subject: RE: CAR 200702606 investigation
Larry
Those seem to be the relevant questions. I can't think of any others.
Thanks
Gary
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From: Criscione, Larry S.
Sent: Friday, August 24,20072:18 PM
To: Olmstead, Gary W.; Hopkins, David L.; Mdnvale, James B.
Subject: CAR 200702606 investigation
Gentlemen:
I was assigned the Lead for CAR 200702606 last Thursday (8/17). ~as assigned Action 1 of CAR
200702606 on March 21 with the non-specific directive to Evaillat~ty of the reactivity management for
this condition and expected plant response." This Action was closed on April 18. "'asically came to the
conclusion which I did in CAR 200701278: reactor safety was never in question due n'e Xenon transient and there is
no apparent reason for delaying 100 minutes for inserting the control rods. Like me, he could not completely assess the
issue from a data and document review alone. This he noted in the Action response:
U

A review of this data cannot assess the manner in which reactivity was monitored and controlled. nor
does it reflect other plant conditions in process at the time.
The only way to determine whether reactivity was managed appropriately is to interview the operators. Hopefully they will
remember what went on that day and will give an honest account. Below is Action 4 of CAR 200702606. I am planning
'on assigning it to the operators present in the control room on the day of the shutdown. Please review the action and let
me know if there are any concerns or questions I should include:
This action is being assigned to gather information for evaluating the needed corrective actions fot'
closure of CAR 200702606.
Document the following information in the Lead Response to this action:

J. Why did the Operating Crew not document the secondary plant transient which caused the
letdown isolation in the Callaway Action Request System on the date it OCCUlTed or on a

2.

When did the control room operators

the reactor was shut down?

3. Who on the Operating Crew recognized the reactor had shutdown?
4. Why was the inadvertent shutdown of the reactor not documented in the control room log?
5. Who in Operations upper management was informed that the reactor had shutdown?
6.
7.

Who in plant upper management was informed that the reactor had shutdown?
What activities were in progress which prevented insertion of the control banks for 100 minutes?
8. Why did the Operating Crew not document the inadvertent shutdown of the reactor in the
Callaway Action Request System?

Thank you,
Larry Criscione

2
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From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Criscione. Larry S.
Tuesday. October 16. 2007 11 :50 AM
Neterer. David W.: Milligan. James w.; Weekley, John R.
Belchik, George N.; Barton, Robert G.
Meeting Notes for Re-Opening OAR 200702606
Company's Summary from 8-28-2007 with Criscione's comments. pdf

Gentlemen,
On the morning of October 16, 2007 ~ mail slot, a summary of the meeting notes from the
August 28, 2007 meeting I had with ~concerning the Re-opening of CAR 200702606.
I have reviewed the meeting notes as best I could. I would like to note that the meeting occurred 49 days ago. I consider
taking seven weeks to provide the summary as excessive; this limits my ability to review these notes for accuracy.
Altho!::gh there are gaps in the summary provided to me, I view it as an acceptably accurate version of the meeting. In the
first email of the trail below (dated ~ my comments of the meeting. I have received no feedback
on these comments and assume _
agree with these comments.
On the Attachment to this (today's) email I have attached my comments to the company's summary which I received
today. If the company disputes my comments, I would appreciate they provide me their feedback.
the company's summary from the October 10, 2007 meeting between me an~at whic~
I would appreciate it if this summary be provided more promptly (I belie~e 7 weeks to
"",...nri""t,,.\ than the summary for the August 28 meeting. At this meeting, I requested to be removed from my
Performance Improvement Plan and the onerous burden of providing weekly updates. Jim informed me my performance
was still in need of improvement. I would like the company to provide me, in writing, examples of where I have failed to
meet the expectations of the company with regard to satisfactory performance. Preferably these examples will be during
the past four months (time period of the PIP), but any"-.:...a_nd-=-::.a_lI..:.e..:.x.:..am~p:.:.le~s.....:a.:..re.:....:.a.!:..p.!:..pr:..::e:..::c:..::ia.:..te:..d.:..:.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
just prior to 1530
on my way
until 1615. ~fter 1545, I was invited
a meeting with
the witness ..,.,was not taking notes.L
through the meeting,
the e~fthe meeting, I reviewed my notes with~
made changes which Jim requested. Prior to departing,~sked for my notes. He stated he wanted
that the company can summarize them. I provided them to film with the expectation (not verbalized) that thiS
summary will also be provided to me and will be provided in a reasonable amount of time.

J!

' .ad sent to ~ at 0745 on October 11, 2007
The subject matter of the meeting from yesterday was an em.
meeting,
uibbled over wording in the second sentence of the
regarding my handling of EFFR 200406454.
formed me e email appeared I was not displaying leadership on this
email and in the final sentence of the item 2.
issue. I view this meeting as a pointless waste 0 my time. Although I do appreciate feedback from the company, a "one
way" conversation whose primary purpose is to document perceived deficiencies in my performance is not useful
feedback.
I have displayed "leadership" on this issue going back to 2005. My first attempt to address EFFR 200406454 resulted in
CAR 200502887. This was a well researched CAR documenting problems in our Corrective Action Process. At the end
of CAR 200502887 in the fifth (final) bullet I recommended that Operations incorporate Immediate Boration standards into
LOCT scenarios. I discussed this suggestion in detail w i t h - . , n 2005
I have further displayed "leadership" on this issue in my email from 1055 on October 11. AlthOUgh_ad access to this
email as well, he refused to discuss it at the meeting.
Until this point, I have given the company the benefit of the doubt that the scheduling of performance review meetings
beyond my normal working hours have been due to unintentional personnel mismanagement and not intentionally
undertaken to create a hostile working environment for me. Please note that I understand there will be times when I must
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remain late to meet with my supervisors. To some point I can accept this inconvenience; provided the meeting is more
than just an attempt by the company to misrepresent my performance in order to justify their continued discrimination.
Very respectfully,
Larry Criscione

From: CriSCione, Larry S.
Sent: Thursday, September 13, 2007 1:44 PM
To: Milligan, James W.
Subject: RE: Meeting Notes
I am working on it now.

From: Milligan, James W.

Sent: Thursday,

September 13,2007 1:44 PM
To: Criscione, Larry S.
Subject: RE: Meeting Notes
Larry,
Do you have your PIP summary for this week?

From: Criscione, Larry S.

Sent:

Thursday, September 13, 200711:00 AM
To: Neterer, David W.
Cc: Milligan, James W.; Eickelman, Richard E.; Weekley, John R.
Subject: RE: Meeting Notes
Dave,
I received via office mail a copy
discuss my 2 nd Quarter Performance

Mm,r,.,,,,,.,

I have reviewed - ' o t e s and have no comments on' the notes. I would like to comment that there was no discussion
in the meeting concerning my performance during the second quarter of 2007. The only "performance" issue discussed'
was me re-opening CAR 200702606 which occurred in the third quarter. .
I meetings with various plant r e p r e s e n t a t i v e s _
which my performance was either directly or indirectly part of the meeting.
the company on the adequacy of my performance during the second
quarter. It would help me improve my performance if this feedback provided examples of when my performance was
deficient.

I still have not received a summary of the notes from my August 28 meeting with
the re-opening of CAR 200702606.

.r:oncp.l·ning

I appreciate the opportunity afford to me by the company to review the meeting notes of the September 11. 2007 meeting.

Vir,
Larry Criscione

From: CriSCione, Larry S.

Sent: Tuesday,

September 11, 2007 1:32 PM
To: Neterer, David W.
Cc: Milligan, James W.; Eickelman, Richard E.; Weekley, John R.
Subject: Meeting Notes
2
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Dave,
I left our meeting yesterday with the understanding that during future meetings between me and my supervisors the
following would OCCU!:
.
1. At the end of the meeting we would review our notes together.
2. . In a reasonable time frame following the meeting I would be provided a summary of any notes taken by the
company.

·
fl

met with Jim Milligan for my 3'd Quarter Performance Appraisal. ~ed""" to witness the meeting.
took notes. At the end of the meeting, I requested that we revieWJll/l> no~d that we would not do
at. He also stated he was not aware that he needed to provide me a summary (or copy) of the notes from now on for all
meetings regarding my performance.

Please let me k n o w . I had a miss understanding regarding our discussion yesterday or whether the
misunderstanding is
Thank you,
Larry Criscione

From: CriSCione, Larry S.

Sent: Monday, September 10, 2007 6:47 AM
To: Neterer, David W.
Subject: fIN: Meeting Conceming Re-opening CAR 200702606
Dave,

•

I am still awaiting an answer from you on items 9 & 10 below. I intend to request a meeting to discuss this issue

VIr,

wit.

•

From: Criscione, Larry S.

Sent: Wednesday, August 29,20076:17 AM
To: Neterer, David W.
Cc: Weekley, John R.; Milligan, James W.
~ubject: fIN: Meeting Concerning Re-opening CAR 200702606
Dave,
I had an error in my email below. The requests I wish to discuss with you are items 9 & 10 below (my original email had
them as 7 & 8). Sorry for the confusion.
Also, at the meeting yesterday, I was told to get CAR 200702606 completed before I leave on Friday. Since Friday is my
day off, this requ
200702606
business tomorrow. I have changed the due dates on
the actions I sent
do not understand the urgency of getting this done
date will be dependent on ~
this week, but I will
being able to complete their actions.
-----""
With regard to "extending" the due date without receiving permission: . - - h a n g e d the due date from October 17
to September 3 prior to closing the CAR on Monday. I did not conside~ due date to October 17 as an
"extension", but I recognize the reason why the company wishes to call it that.

VIr,
Larry

3
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From: Criscione, Larry S.

Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2007 8:05 PM
To: Neterer, David W.
Cc: Weekley, John R.; Milligan, James W.
Subject: Meeting Concerning Re-opening CAR 200702606
Dave,
I met with

at their request concerning my re-opening of CAR 200702606.

At the meeting, I was informed that re-opening CAR 200702606 was a step backward in my Performance Improvement
Plan, particularly in the areas of Teamwork, Professionalism and Communications:
•
•
•

Not contacting my supervisor prior to re-opening CAR 200702606 demonstrated disrespect.
The substance of the actions I sent (Actions 5, 6 and 7) were "degrading" of Dave Lantz and John Patterson.
Not contacting my supervisor prior to re-opening CAR 200702606 was an instance of not keeping "department
leadership informed of issues:

At the me.ti I was frequently interrupted by"o he could respond to statements' made. Whenever I attempted to
interrupt
address a point he was leavin~~s always told by him I needed to let him finish speaking. At that
instance,
auld continue to move on to a new point.
There were several times during the meeting when I was told by _ _ that he was not interested in my version of
events or my opinion of matters.
I was told the purpose of the meeting was to help me improve my performance. I informed " " h a t , did not
believe this to be the case.
At the meeting I requested copies of the notes being taken.

to agree to that.

At the meeting I also requested~nd of the meeting we would go over their notes so I could be sure I was not
misquoted or misunderstood. ~efused to agree to that
.

the meetin I u

rstood it to be implied I would be given a typed summary of the notes being taken b y "
At the end of the meeting, I was told it would be decided tomorrow as to whether or mwould
.
91 . .
•
I informed - t h a t I intended to address not receiving copies of their notes at meetings wit~ was told
I had to go~u first.
Here is my position:
1. I question the integrity of some individuals at Callaway Plant who are in my chain of command. I believe that
some individuals within my chain of command are willing to misrepresent statements made by me to justify their
actions. See item 6 below.
2. Regardless of item 1, I believe everyone who lives is capable of misunderstanding the statements of others.
Since we are all fallible, we should use certain tools to help ensure better understanding. One such tool is to
review the notes for any misundersta~s done earlier in the summ~ng between me and
~ which was witne:ssed b y . - r r l . I do not understand why ~efused to review the
~ end of our meetmg.
3.. 1 believe there are some individuals at Callaway Plant who wish to terminate my employment because they do not
appreciate my willingness to pursue safety concerns which my supervisors wish to not address. I believe these
individual have in the past conferred with company lawyers for advice on various "performance" issues regarding
me, The purpose of the consultations with these lawyers was to ascertain whether or not the company had
reason to terminate my employment.
4. My performance is no longer ever discussed "one on one", There is always another management person.
ften times, the "witness" is someone who may have a vested interest in""ersion of events,
one such witness. This is intimidating to me. I worry that future recolle~ of meetings may no e
en ley accurate, With two people who have a vested interest in misrepresenting me as the only attendees (aside
from me), I am worried statements I make or my general demeanor may be improperly construed.

~

4
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5.

6.

I can think of no legitimate reason why I should not be issued a copy of the hand written meeting notes (and also
any summaries) for meetings involving my performance. I understand the company views these notes as their
property; if these meetings are truly not meant for future termination justification. providing me a copy of the notes
should not in any way induce liability upon the company. I would like to know the company's understanding of my
statemer:1ts, especially since the company always has two witnesses to collaborate on their version of statements
made during the meeting. When I am meeting with two of my superiors, I find both not being provided copies of
the meeting notes and not reviewing the meeting notes at the conclusion of the meeting to be intimidating.
In June 20051 met with you and~o discuss my Remediation Plan after I was not allowed to take the
annual dynamic exam in May 2~nely accepted that meeting to be about improving my performance.
During the meeting l.admitted that I have a tendency to be blunt and am willing to confront issues directly. This
on occasion caused personal conflicts. This admission was inaccurately documented (due to either an
unintentional misunderstanding or an intentional misrepresentation) by you in a letter to me date June 28,2007 as
follows:

You acknowledged tOboth~and me that your inability to work cooperatively with others, a
principal element in the cri~yourcrew, was a long-standing issue with you. You recognized that
this conduct had been a performance issue during your service in the Navy. and continued during your
employment at Clinton before you came to Callaway.
I do not have an "inability to work cooperatively with others. n I can provide several examples to the company of
projects I have participated on for which I was an integral team member and worked very well with the other team
members. I also did not have a ·performance issue during [my] service in the Navy [which] continued during [my]
employment at Clinton". In both the Navy and at Clinton I occaSionally conflicted with my superiors over issues I
was attempting to address. At neither institution were these conflicts beneficial to my career, but sometimes
doing what is right is more important than worrying about how one's inaction may be more beneficial to one's
career.
7. I db not have the lUXUry of having a legal team review my emails and memos before sending them or approve my
talking points before meetings. The company does. Although this is intimidating to me, I recognize there is
nothing the company can do regarding this concern. I bring this up because I believe it has some bearing to item
9 below.
8. I do not have the authority to order the company to meet with me and to decide the time, place and attendance of
the meeting. The company does have the authority to establish time, place and persons attending with regard to
-----···-meetings-involving-my-performance:-I-feel-the-scheduling-of-such-meetings·during·my.'!ofF.!...hours-maybe-used-to----
inappropriately punish me for being willing to address safety concerns which the company would prefer t-o ignore.
9. In light of the above eight items, I request that in the future the company present concerns regarding my
performance to me in writing. If I disagree with any of the stated concerns, I will document my version of events
in writing to the- company.
10. If item 9 is not feasible. I request that in the future, for meetings concerning my performance at which notes are
taken and more than one person other than myself is present, I am provided the following consideration:
a) A neutral witness is present to take notes. The following people are examples of "neutral" witnesses
of whom have been used in the

b)
c)

n9 notes are reviewed at the end of the meeting for accuracy.
I am'promptly provided a copy of the meeting notes at the end of the meeting.

If necessary, I would like to meet with you regarding the requests made in items 9 & 10 above. If you do not feel it is
necess.ary to n:ee~ would like you to respond to my request. Depending on you!' answer, I intend to address the
.
above Itemswith..-r
I have copied
this email. I request that they review my statements regarding our meeting
earlier today
any misstatements. Please recognize that my statements are in no way
meant to be a complete account of the meeting. Any additional information that they feel is needed for clarity is
appreciated.
Very respectfully,
Lawrence Criscione

5
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.:MeedneOIi CriScione, r.eo"eliiDg CAR:1OO702606lS40 8128/07
, ' ,.opened'lll.ee.ting.;indicatin,g,tiie.;meeti:ng.".,was"llQutte re.,.Opening'CAR -200:'02606.
~
,cl~~t¥t',tPis;re.:o~gftlagged~ lhe'4lb ~xtenSiOD' to,thi~· CAR.
.• • the'COIrectiveaction' hw;tbeen·.cfucussed 'wlth the .originator and.the RMRC.
~:flas!ti1JJ)1!fl ~~ii~9~Stth~e.~onswere'gO~(i'~~tions" but-were from.3 years
'l·and.'adaed:no''IIa1ne:tOtbe·'1Ssue~ .
"beeD·ti'Yintr1p Wo:rlbv.ithy«)uJ)~:yo)Ir pert:o~ce'WlIen he was gone:the
"wecls: b~fore.J~ ne:gave you l~'on:.theseiGARS 200102606. and 200701278.
,;Assjgning:,ybuwith:fhes,e .~.otmc;reasedrespOnsi6ili1:Y~, and.then yo.u:d.ld not snow ·up

'::.I/Ibas

~it~t.Y~

. ..

.. '

.......

'

_vih~·ycnrr,S!1P~IOrD~pthe,aa~tos~:wrjs.sue,yo.l}·Should ·~scuss the is~e;
With,~m befQre .~pening·.tbe j,~ue.
·.-nnsJooks like a.step baCk in yOut.perfottll~e:improv~~.plan, from where we
werei1:iead~g,
.
..
.

£,"
.~. ,actio:os)'O~'toOk;; ~e;~~y fiom.'tbc·(lCatpwotk:fJPPro~ wim Training and
~.

.1~nG~~ure~~~e·you are .81~~~: ~:.lO~'!'eoo. ~o.be~~~.a:te~,ml'pla.ycr.
.Y;ou.have put.YQw:.,~cpartJnci:ibn:anaw~a'POsltiQn .by.re~pCnmg.tb.is· CAR.
.afyou;need·lcH:a1k Wi.1,h 8omeo~c:b.efo~.yowdo:som:ethiog: Uke lliis~,
"'-iiliothermdiViduaJ:Ui1his'
d'tried
.
,. . . .
.
- . ."
.qJ.aitnicmf.had,a:·simillir'··
.
." .
'j:Il"OibleIn, thl'smdividwil
"
this approach· and this:heJped' him•

.,

.•;::~~~~;:=~m<theSe·:aCbons?

S

·we' dO:Iiot ·want·yoU: ~·.'oseyoUr.<;:ARac:cess;

.m theJuture· wbe.n:re,;opeoing's·CAR. 'taJk'ttr.y.Qut·supervi~[on.

·"1

·."'s·this cleat'i ..

. .

.'

j:ust,wa:nt~w..,<:l~f)qhisd~~\ apPl)lflp~~ethi.n$,simple ·.from ·CARsereen.mg I
dbrl';'t want to beni~itcett(u1.d:~e~ij·ofi,th~e. issues~
r ......,..•· ..""

.l,1e:alljssue.at:the:M~Qets.mee.ting.

can go with ),:0040 1hat.MgrmeefuJ,g.
Is'N9t 'The:;J$~.·
canexp1~ why:l.(iid this~
you se~ wh.ere ~is ties' in?

.

I.get photocopies.of1his· mceting;not~'l

. ·b.titr Will·.hav~~,lliese:n.oie$:an.d'defiver:iL ~y,to you.
like I~am ~.ganged up 00.
CBJhta,Ke:YOur.OwD.'DOtes. ..
. ·roy ·not~·.dQ~··t·illeaii~anything.c i isepilo .r:casonth.ar YOli'can ~tPfovi.ije me:a
hOtoOO '" ·of'ltiese.meetm
. .
::~.~Y
' .... , .. 8,:'hbte's:
.... .

"':Liu:r¥:YOil neeitUl:!o.CUs:on'P.1uit·:w~':~:~~n~.DQt;~.isibeing·reco~c9 in,the
"Jlo~~ TIie:p.9teS'a:re DQt,~,.iIripoit,art·~::yQ1i'~~g th:e:~.ssage'tliar"'Ypur

.~anceneo(!'s tQ~Provc.~·
.-rtbere'.are·4-·~!tliI;it>yoti:,qt;:;C4

.

to -(ocuS'9D.!:
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0:

Temnwork

q, :Cbnl:mt¢i~tJo~
'"({es);ect
o i'loW:YOU,PI'e.S¢nlyourSeif:
"These:,~e ~fhe~e~wOrdsJhitt.~, iti~th~ Jet,ter:.irid,icatinglha,i,YQu.wOtild, not be
iSiewea'fodbe OS':pGsition.
.
. .tWoU1~Hiketolalk~BbouttDe:...e..opened· OAR issue;-.iIr4s~r.e4 before closing
,0

j

thi8'

.41'

:~~~,Witb .·ijbout'1hisissue,:wll~ '(hej0AR:'iWa8 'w.ri~

,

:,Was:~edpefo.re clQ~ingth.is,CA:Rj

". ~~ame jsSues'SUri?Uhaing;this QAA m:e·ttle Same"issues that Jim i~'

woI.k:i.llg with you,o~ fhe:same'lssu~,tliat:Da:ve Ncterer'has' stressed,: the same Items that
:8.ni:'fu;jp\ir letfer,w.by 1tiu were n:(jllntem~ea,lQr;:tJie,'~per:vis('lT?f,positiQIi~ If:you'hilve
a ·vendetta·,agalnst:someone thisls':Dot ',the way, 'to 'pursue ·it:•
•"thnt·d~lt.preclude·C811awaYfr9m,domg.1he.:riglitJhmg, .~utthe reactiVity

J
I

:~:nio~'40you:warit,.USlW;ao? w.e:f6110~ Y~UrSugge:stlQ.DSjOltb'~pr~.We~

.1 beHeve:thafif sOmeone. witb.'WfSRO.license' knew his crew lost controtof the
:~to[~~d.'tried:to-cov:~ j~ \lP~,be.sho~d lo~;his.li~e. If &n-RO makes~.mi,Stake'~d

bnngs;it-up; tiuitis;c:i~1f.an,S1\0.trles:io·cOV'~~1ipthls,jssue,thatn:qwres acti~
tben g.~·~1Ao$eperso~~Wbat;.baP'p~~ .
.
1
don't'-believe.thatI, have'8,mlSUonShip.. with this person 'that would'allow me. to get
•
an. 8llS1we.r.
::r.n"v.,.."n·:you. both'lndi~,that with;1l!eJpmcedw::e,changes'lhathave been;made..
SoJ closed 200702606
to CAR 20'0701278.
,
~eDera~ ac:QQD:4to C~ 2(tQ70~60§'JastJri~y;I.fowld~tdosed·this· Monday',
:SO'! reopeDJ~c:l'jhe·.C'AR..arid glmm';l~'~o~ S;and'6,·
' .So~.J want to.:rev.iewth~:iterns~.a~::we..~ve:di,Sc1J.Ss¢:d Jot you to continue.to
'WQikon,:

.1

':yoJlagn;Cd,~t;t.ge~i~'Yit1l-tb~.·CATq:;~d)e~tl:~lve~~

eTeamwork,
·o~.

.

.0Ho.w you- COJ1ductYQursclf
o :ConufluriiCi1tions

~f,(io:nottrusf:tbBfth~are meant to heip·me. Thfu'g~,:thatWQuJd·goaiong:way, to
;iild-!hat'1:rIJ$;would'-.kttyou re~~.'the:Iiotes:·at-the'endot· tllis:·meet:in&· and

' .... ed.me:a ~py.o'fyQur.notes.'
,
..
. .
,
• J:;m:ry these Dbt8$ ~ nohvhai'is:'im~~Hct -you .to -gain 'fromlliis.meetmg; What
~:iinpo~t·~;i1:i.atjou~Uri~~:Qi8t:w¢.must:sec'iiD,i>rovem¢t.in 'your pedbmiance
.!!!!tIft is,the,rea50n for:the . Perfonnance lmprovement'PlBn.

'~;not~:are wpO'(tMt. beCause:you:~j,goingto ~ th\)S~n9teSfQhave m~

m,L
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_1·~.rrymy .gQa,l 'ai1.~gngj~:·be¢it:~:lleip.~o~':~~~¢;~'O~a:$uperviSotwith,
'1l'1i~J but'he~JB'Where:,.yout~'and 'we:~'(fa 10JigW,ay. to .gea,you there, .andtJie

'.n~;$tepi$,:tb'~howlmproveQ·~onnance undet:'YDl.rl:PerlOtmance ~provement;Plan.l
ari.l,Ui::~;po.siti()li·'t9:help'y6·u'get t~'w.lf.ere',yo\t·W~~;~9~bell~e\'enJnv.otvedlWitll:.,sot,ile

fD.

Q'f,the·jntCrview,p~esses..:Butit.is·trueiihat·if'w.e·.ao:notiSee..1mprOve:l:Perronnim~,
1iiere'wlll
" 'uen.ees;:
' ' ' , be. C01lSe;q
.. ,
• y oiJ.h:ave;been:~told'lhar'iiJl;alCl
.. '.'
. . . ' , n g.' .
"sJr,ce~ou. ~~~iet.'·:me:. :l:Ui'Veifi;:eQPY. ottli~m~ting:mirl~; lplan.to,mlk Wi.th
-t~
.. 'ya about:tbi~:so:l ~ le~:~ou'·know;thi$,in.'~ordanec:'With my'chain:of

tcommand.direCtion.
·'··.~~~iSiy'Q\ll"i¢JWn'Ofeo~djcliooction?:
•.,..
if:1WDunsatiSfi~~w.itb·:
·om:3lJil.~~DS4i.tlien.},can····
. 'ss·m·y 'COncenis..
. .. . ..
,.. Y..
-- -.-n-. " ,. ,- ~
.... to

•

~:tI¢n~~tc9rreQ.t;·~'th:$t-(q;:i~~tQ:~.ti;u~,tqyour.Sy~i$or~explam1o

me
your,conCern 'apd':we,$lbpnld,wotWt9~tnef to;address,'},!)urcon¢em.1f 1 c:m.not-address:

.•

:i::'g~:1i~:)~~~~_;~~T~~!;~:;;~:-_~::'

inej(f ,~P,.,you:need.tD'~-:abf?ut:y.D~:i.ss~" if)'ou~v~ goum;h.Hluspaint without

,::(C$Ol~tioli;yo.",:.neeato.~tze:~·i&i,atc::m·'90~CtWitl:i·ypUr'dAAartm~ntS'·top, .
leaderShip: Jc;an.tJUnk,otJlo :reasof1~fur:8.1l:issue-to.get totIDs-poinf;in 'whicb' an issue can

.nol,,~;n;:sol~edwitD'~Ur:,~t:J~erstii.p.·
'
• • $O:I:.arry lets feC!lP ,what,you 'havl(::,gfilneifftomthlsmeetlng;

_l~ow':~d~ni~d~tIi(tt . ' .. , .. '

' . ' . '.' .

"o~Y,~~:wpuId:l1k:e,:CARi20Q702606 closed.,
'9 My;depiiittfi,¢ntvieW$m¢;8S~lit'~riliJl~;bY'~-O~mngthis :~and

.

~~~---~-~----;gen~g~tl1o~_o~.
"

(j

''11.i@e,~gs'are~my.,pe.rformancc.,

,

'Q" '1~ro:~ With~,~rore~Wjth"""and that
you are.&iumeDtmg' 8:GIlSC: to~fim~me.
~ildOJl~t:~i;JeI'stilnaliOY:i~ican .$jleridt1lii,s;irijicl'i'time disCUSsing. ffie';specifi,c

,~fot\~o~:peifotniaJlce~:v~~.axid::Jo,o respo:h4withthqsc,Jt~s; I ain·tqing
,td,be}p:youJiDJ?mve,j~Ou'l'·~ce:·so'that:you:~·Decome.an:O:perating;S~sor
.Witb;,HlceiiSe..
:. ()Ur 'torinance.
~ .." ' . ' .... ,I.caDt,~h"ri""e;
...... ~.'6
... ;y'bur'
~tOfi:itailce,:
.. _.... .Yo.uneecfw,clia:ri
.. . _ .... geyper
. , ,' .

.......Po.yol.l.tbinic:trun.l;cati·~:You~
_:dOD*tknO;W~ but yoa·sIiQulirDc:c:auseT~ spendfng90%' of ~y 'WQrkrtime trying
to bel , ~;yold,mpmve yourjpc;r.f~re~

.

'.dpn~'lhliik·1hat:'I-~,ihiSt,yo~,QeCati$e:YbU;are.j'~ruS.iDg'these'notes:tO'l:milda
c8$e;~ :11ttfme:

.

.

"i;)tfYoU:~~.mtl
'
'IfIIIII!:.td9iltt..know.~t:.
,~'}~iS~I~·~~ifi~t-~ourif~this.~e;irying,to:help'you:iinprove
ro.~~, T~l JRw.~'you'gPlfr9~.this,meet1n~;

,

'o,,1nro~~001(j2606:and 0puiq)t'.CQ1'iSI<iersillisinappropriate.,

'0t.hiS'~rin~:goes·agamSt:t~W9ik;reSp~,and~.¢Omm_umcatlOD
oWe reviewed'InychaiD ;ofCo'IllIlUIDd.act1ons,
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.,..~ ~;YQP.re~gniz'e :~.t 1YQUr:aCtiQDS'go agaitisftc.t!mwork, .respe<;t.and
~inmiJliications •. This 'is Whar 'YOU.got ou.t t!ris:mootihg?
. .:ru?,just,thatiny\m~~·cmttiin~~.my.:{acti.9ns go ~tb~:item~

of

.,tarry..

ibese,are1he.s8mei.iSSues~t.}latiWCreStated·ln,the.1etter:expJ.a.i.li1ng why:you
.were·npt:if:ttervi:ewed f~1';th".Qpera,ting: S.~sQI; posi:tipfi. Th~ peopJe·:tri~ tP help
.yOu ~forc; ·w.ith,aPerroanan~ pl8il; just:like'wc ~4Ying·to QO>-nO.w~. You do good: for
. a while ~d .then slip again.
.

/Ae:·w&at ~as~m/~n~~¢f Was au.untruthS•
• ~ itdeesn'tmatttr;

4/1:. faoJi"tknow·whaft(ulo·..We:ha.ve··~:trymg t(>:help yOU; We told you 8'moriths

.. ·agoryou. :have'neW'mgmt!a·cl~ sIateaIl' you have to do is ·wolk. Wiilius.

.&.....lC!81i.le[t;Y9u:Whatt(j d l i '

.

.

.NQ. Id(jn,·tl.ieed~YQu:teIUng:D1e·~bat;I1\a.vMo. dQ•.YQUn~'to IIUike the change.

·t'heSe·u.ethefinal,'Wor4S)and,tberititi~·m~ting Js:o~r.andldoD -t:need 8

recap. You.'

~eedto:ieave·Jiere~lomght:.and decided W1la1:you'3.re··g9ing,to do.·This.meetir,lg ,is over.

!J:;s:f.. J;J ""•.#-

e :;ft;.{.tif, it ~.

- .'

~.f!. l"~~c;«t::n'''f-1. .JIi+.'J..~.J..
.i":l'fti..t!,

.-L1

....

""/T'~' - . - "

:£

/..~';t

,..._-#-

. +rD-. -t'ct..,'"$ t&4r"' e • ..p.
~/rt!d"'. J ·:Z·t;".~J .-('tuJ

·+t1II1-·~ ,'~ ;:rw.l~

:;;1,....,..
J
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Larry Criscione
From:·

Sent:
To:

Cc:
SUbject:

Criscione, Larry S.
Wednesday, August 29, 2007 8:33 AM
Olson, Eric c.; Rickard. Donald E.
Heflin, Adam c.; Diya, Fadi M.; Neterer, David W.; Weekley. John R;
Milligan, James W.; Olmstead. Gary W.
Extension of CAR 200702606

Eric ans:! Don,
It hasbeen brought to my attention that at the Manager's meeting yesterday there was a discussion
involving the extension of CAR 200702606. Specifically, Sig 3 CAR 200702606 was extended a fourth
time without receiving Mr. Heflin's approval.

~rote CAR 200702606 on March 20, 2007 and it was screened on March 21.

To ensure

~6was evaluated in 30 days, the Screening Committee assigned a due date of April 20,

2007.
On April 19. . . . .extended the due date from April 20. 2007 to June 14, 2007. My understanding
of the softw~~ce the CAR was still in Evaluate, this extension did not cause the extension
coun.ter to increase.
On April 30, . . .Ch~nged the status of CAR 200702606 from Evaluate to In Process.
On.Juoe_8,_. . . . .extended the due date from June 14 to July 26,2007. This caused the extension.
---
counter to a~
On July 25, ~hanged the due date from July 26 to August 17, 2007. This caused the
extension c~ance to 2.
After I had left for the day on August 15, " C h a n g e d the Lead of CAR 200702606 from himself
to me. This waslle because I was supposed to represent CAR 200701278 at CARB for Op~s on
u ust 16 when
ad a vacation day. I was ill August 16 and missed work. On August 16,.,
change
e due date from August 17 to October 17, 2007. This caused the extension counter
nce to 3.

ii

On August 24 I initiated Action 4 on CAR 200702606. I did not send this 'action because I was awaiting
comment from .the CAR originator.
\.

On August 27 .--rrestored himself as the Lead for CAR 200702606 and deleted the action I was
drafting (Actio~e). At 1021 Action 4 was sent as a Management Close Review action. At
1024 the due date was changed from October 17 to September 3, 2007 by~1 do not know the
reason for this change. It does not appear that this change registered on ~i am unfamiliar
with the software code; I assume the counter did not register the change eithe~e change was
to an earlier date or because the CAR was at status PendingClose. At 1141 ~hanged the
status of CAR 200702606 to Closed.
Around noon on Monday I received feedback from the originator of CAR 200702606. He had reviewed
the action I was intending to send (original Action 4) and indicated it was acceptable. When I later
attempted to send the action, I realized CAR 200702606 had been closed. At 1258 on August 27 Ire-
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opened CAR 200702606, changed the Lead from ~to me and sEmt my actions (originally
written as Action 4) as Actions 5 and 6. In order t~easonable due date for Actions 5 & 6
(September 3 is Labor Day), I returned the due date to October 17, 2007, causing the counter to advance

t04.
Since October 17, 2007 was the due date given to the CAR on August 16, I respectfully request that the
counter for CAR 200702606 be restored to 3.
I recognize my action of re-opening CAR 200702606 on Monday, August 27 may not have been the most
prudent career choice for me. I am willing to discuss my actions with anyone at Callaway Plant who is
interested. If you receive any questions regarding my actions, please refer the individuals to me.
Thank you,
Larry Criscione

2
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TAS·1A

Drop-In Vislti!Agencla;
, AuguSf 1'3•. 20'10
.mNERARY·
TIME:

Pl:RSOH''lfSrrEti

CONTAC'T PERS()~

PHONE

1.:00,p;m. -2[00. p;m.

WiIIi~II!r BQl'Chard( e'Dd;,
'Ma!1y YI.(91110•.D~q~f;'~119,
Mich'8eIWeber; Q:EOMRT

R,enee'Taylor

f30:t)41S:-1700

'VISITORS"REPRESENnNG'
CAL~WA¥.' PLANT"

",

T~l~ICS OFDlS'CU$SIC?N '

(Provlded'by:Union Electnc'Gatrip;my).
__ . ,__ ~_______._ ~2Q03.:BeactlvltylManagemenlE:y:ei1t,of .Inadvertent Passive Shul~owo; Exchange
.Perspectives; Conril'T'rilhey,sredolog:eVerythioS1 they-can
.

•

MitlgaJlog Syiiern·performance.lfIf;Iex'(MSP.1) E·m.8r51en~.cAC Power

• Refuel ·i7' Con~ror~od Is~ue
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Elmo; Vegel, Anton; Miller, Geoffrey; Dumbacher, David; Groom, Jeremy; Kramer, John;
Taylor, Nick; Thadani, Mohan; Niedzielski-Eichner, Phillip; terry.jarrett@psc.mo.gov;
robertkenney@psc.mo.gov; stephen.stoli@psc.mo.gov; Michal Freedhoff; Marty Gelfand;
Admiral Ellis; Dave Lochbaum
10CFR2.206 Request Conceming Inaccurate QA Records at Callaway Plant
10CFR2-206 Petition Regarding Inaccurate Information in Quality Assurance Records at
. Callaway Plant.pdf

All,
On October 21, 2003 Callaway Plant was lowering in power in preparation for a potential forced outage when, around
10:18 am, the reactor inadvertently passively shut down and the NRC licensed operators failed to notice it for 67 minutes
- until the first Source Range Nuclear Instrument energized at 11:25 am. Since the plant's upper management was not
expecting the reactor to shut down until noon, the operators did not immediately insert the control banks. Instead, for
40 minutes they informally relied on Xenon-135 (i,e. without a Shutdown Margin calculation) to maintain the reactor
subcritical. When they commenced inserting the control banks at 12:05 pm, no one outside of the operators in the Main
Control Room was made aware of the fact that, instead of using the control banks to manually shut down the reactor, the
control banks were being inserted into a reactor core which had passively shut down 107 minutes earlier.
performing an
aware
was no longer critical.
Instead of ensuring the operators immediately inserted the control rods to properly shut down the reactor, he allowed
them to drag their feet for 40 minutes in order to conceal the incident from his superiors. When the iMriiri,,'~r
Niro;rn;;ilO>

The allegations in the above two paragraphs are quite serious, yet difficult to prove. I do not expect any of you to take
them as truth just because I have made them. Unlike me, none of you have ever worked for Ameren. None of you have
stood watch w i t h ' - n the back shift. None of you have personally witness him cover up other incidents. None
of you were pres~--..r:ame to the Main Control Room and chewed me out in the kitchen for requesting
the October 21, 2003 key ~r the Main Control Room security door. But all of you are capable of recognizing
that false statements have been made by~nder oath. And all of you are capable of recognizing that Ameren's
investigation of this inCident has been wo~equate.
I am submitting the attached document as a 10CFR2~206
Petition. The r uest in the petition is really quite petty: that
at callaway Plant intentionally entered
the NRC cite Callaway because nearly five years ago
inaccurate information into a Quality Assurance recor regar mg a passive reactor shutdown which occurred nearly 9
years ago. My main reason for pursuing this issue is because I have grave concerns about the US NRCs ability to enforce
adequate standards of integrity and technical prowess in the individuals to whom it grants Senior Reactor Operators
licenses.
What does not require any proof at all are the swom
their 2008 testimonies to the NRC Office of Investiga'tlorl5.

During

1. They recognized the reactor passively shutting down and did not use the control rods to actively drive the reactor
shutdown because they were busy responding to the letdown isolation.
1

2.

3.

As the reactor passively lowered into the source range with its control rods still at their critical rod heights, they
did not actively drive the shutdown because they believed the remaining steps of the off-normal procedure for a
loss of a safety-related instrument bus (which had been entered two hours earlier) took precedence over
inserting the control banks.
reactor
in the source
and no Source Range Nuclear Instruments energized, they C
informally relied on the passive buildup of a radioactive waste gas
in;:t,rivP,rtPlntlv restarting while they assigned their Reactor Operators to
perform equipment alignments on secondary and tertiary plant systems.
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At the NRC we recognize that the above three items are wholly unacceptable with regard to accepted standards of
performance for safe reactor plant operations, yet because all of the above fall through loopholes in our regulations, we
feel bound to ignore them. The American public expects better of us. They expect us to be Vigilant regulators, not
cowardly bureaucrats. They expect us to find a way to punish operators and utilities who - through either gross
incompetence or dishonesty - fail to conservatively control the nuclear fission reaction and fail to document and
address significant human performance errors. They don't expect us to bureaucratically find loopholes for the utility in
order to justify unacceptable performance.
Several of you on this email have operated reactor plants and know what a physically trivial - yet vitally important 
activity it is to manually insert the control rods into a shutdown reactor core: Mr. Borchardt, Commissioner Ostendorff,
Admiral Bowman, Admiral Ellis, Mr. Zimmerman, Mr. Collins, Mr. Vegel, Mr. Miller, Mr. Dumbacher, Mr. Kramer, Mr.
Taylor, Mr. Groom, Dr. Corcoran, Mr. Mullins, Mr. Merschoff, Mr. Blanch and possibly some others. I encourage you to
read the attached 10CFR2.206 petition and its enclosures. It should be evident to any of you who have operated a
reactor that:

•

On October 21, 2003 the operators at Callaway Plant failed to recognize the passive shutdown of the reactor until
the first Source Range Nuclear Instrument energized nearly an hour after the reactor went subcritical.
• Informally relying on Xenon-135 for 40 minutes (from 11:25 am to 12:05) to maintain the reactor subcritical 
while the NRC licensed operators conducted non-emergent alignments to ventilation system and feed system
_ _ _ _ _CQffiRQne!1ts with the rt-;actor in the source range and with its control rods still at their critical rpd heights - was.
wholly irresponsible arid'8emonstrates a gross disregard for conservative controlof core reactivity.
. ----.
•
Statements made by ~n Action 5 of CAR 200702606 (a Quality Assurance record) were inaCcurate and
incomplete.
• Statements made by ~under oath) in his Aprill, 2008 interview by the Office of Investigations were
inaccurate and incomplete.

Although you recognize the four items above, none of you can prove them. In this case, it is nearly impossible to prove
what was occurring in the minds of the Callaway Plant operators. But using your expertise, you can certainly subjectively
judge how you would have reacted to the events had you recognized the reactor had passively shut down.
Proof is only necessary in a criminal case. And even then, iron clad proof is not necessary; for a criminal preceding to
succeed it is merely necessary for the NRC experts to testify that the preponderance of the evidence suggests that Mr.
Lantz provided incomplete and inaccurate information in a Quality Assurance record and to NRC investigators.
But, I have never sought a criminal case. For 5112 years (since uncovering this event in February 2007) all I have sought
is an investigation - first from the company and then from the NRC. An investigation that seeks to understand the
incident. That seeks to determine why the operators of a 3565 MWth reactor plant would, for nearly two
hours, informally rely on Xenon-135 to keep the reactor from inadvertently restarting when there was nothing preventing
the insertion of the control banks. After an internal investigation by Callaway Plant and three investigations by the NRC, I
still do not have that answer.
Both Ameren and the NRC's response to this event can be summarized as "no harm, no foul". In every piece of
correspondence the NRC generates regarding this event they make great pains to stress that, due to the buildup of
Xenon-135, the pubUc was not at any risk. Yet what the NRC fails to mention is that intentionally relying on Xenon-l35
(without a formal calculation) to maintain the reactor subcritical is wholly unacceptable. And what the NRC also fails to
mention is that, like me, they do not believe ~INreNTIONALLY relied on Xenon-135; they believe that for at
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least the first hour ~ere unaware of the status of the nuclear fission reaction. And, like me; they believe

~o th~. They fail to mention these things because they cannot objectively prove them; their
~he "common sense" subjective analyses of their experts who have operated reactors.
Thus far the NRC has taken an indifferent bureaucratic approach to this issue. They have time and time again answered
letters and closed investigations to the fact that, other than the failure to enter a Technical Specification which resulted in
a non-cited violation, no NRC regulations were violated. It is not a violation of NRC regulations to:

•
•
•

Intentionally allow a 3565 MWth commercial reactor plant to slowly passively shut itself down when active means
to definitively drive the shutdown are available
Informally rely on Xenon-135 to maintain the reactor subcritical while, for nearly two hours, the crew performs
ancillary equipment alignments on the secondary and tertiary plants
Maintain the reactor in the source range for 45 minutes with no Source Range Nuclear Instruments energized and
with the control rods at their critical rod heights.

Bureaucratically hiding behind regulations is disingenuous since part of the NRC's mandate is to determine and write
regulations. If the NRC finds holes in its own regulations - holes which allow gross violations of accepted reactivity
management practices - then the NRC has an obligation to fix those holes.
The NRC licenses the operators at Callaway Plant and has a responsibility to ensure they are honest and competent.
Admittedly, although Ameren's dishonesty is painfully evident, it is not easily proven. But their incompetence is easily
shown. By their own statements, the Ameren operators have claimed that they thought it acceptable to allow the reactor
to passively shut itself down and to rely on the passive buildup of Xenon-135 while they occupied themselves with
performing ancillary duties. Can we ignore their statements? If untrue, they are lies told under oath to NRC inspectors
investigating a significant incident. If true, they are an indication of gross incompetence with respect to accepted
standards of reactor plant operations.

- - - . . h a s stated to me that "There is more to regulation than enforcement".

In the spirit of that quote, I

~tion on SeQtember 17, 2010 requesting that the NRC issue a Demand for Information to Ameren

regarding the 2008 testimonies of their operators to the Office of Investigation. Af the request of Ameren, the OffiCe of
Nuclear Reactor Regulation closed that petition by bureaucratically claiming it had been looked into under Allegation RIV
2007-A-0096. However, it is not too late to submit a Demand for Information to Ameren. And it is not too late to
perform a host of other "non-enforcement" regulatory actions (such as having Ameren testify before the Commission).

It is the utility, not the regulator, who operates the plant. It is the utility who employs the licensed operators. It is the
utility who trains the licensed operators. As the emails enclosed with the attached document demonstrate, Ameren has,
for whatever reasons, chosen not to discipline its operators for their careless disregard of accepted reactivity
management practices.
On March 11, 2011 a tsunami hit Japan resulting in a chain of events damaging four nuclear reactor plants at Fukushima
DaHchi owned by the Tokoyo ElectriC Power Company (TEPCO). Yet not all the plants hit by the tsunami were damaged.
Onagawa Nuclear Power Plant, for example, was closer to the earthquake epicenter than Fukushima, yet survived intact
due to an adequately designed tsunami wall.

Today, all 57 nuclear reactor plants in Japan are indefinitely shut down. Yet only 17 of these plants are owned by TEPCO
and only 4 were damaged by the tsunami. The mismanagement of TEPCO has caused the demised of the entire
Japanese nuclear enterprise - even the plants whose owners kept up with design changes required by changing
information on the risks of natural disasters and latent design flaws.
We cannot allow the "no harm, no foul" attitude to prevent us from addressing the significant issues that exist at Ameren
with regard to integrity and operator competency. If we ignore these issues at Ameren and the "foul" eventually does
occur, it will jeopardize not just the public's confidence in Callaway Plant but in the entire US nuclear industry and
possibly in our nuclear powered submarine and aircraft carrier fleets.
There is a reason nuclear power is regulated at the federal level. We cannot just be mere bureaucrats, accepting gross
reactivity mismanagement as long as our incomplete regulations were not violated. We need to be regulators. We need
3

to find a way to ensure Ameren is operating its reactor plant competently and not concealing significant events from the
regulator or the public. We need to ensure Ameren is making a good faith effort to address poor performance and not
allowing a "good ole boy" network to protect individuals who do not have the talent and discipline to manage such a
complex enterprise as nuclear power.
Region IV will claim that the October 21, 2003 has been investigated on multiple occasions. The intent.of each of these
investigations was merely to determine if a narrow reading of any NRC regulations had been Violated. None of these
investigations sought to:

•
•
•
•
•

understand when the NRC licensed operators first became aware that the reactor was no longer critial
understand why the NRC licensed operators would think it acceptable to informally rely on Xenon-135 to maintain
the reactor subcritical when the control banks were available to be inserted
understand why Ameren never did a root cause analysis of the event
determine whether or not current NRC regulations are adequate to ensure future reactor shutdowns are more
actively rna naged
determine whether or not a broader reading of the NRC regulations had been violated (e.g. does intentionally
allowing the reactor to passively shut down violate the NRCs requirement for procedure use and compliance
since the Reactor Shutdown procedure was written with the assumption that the control banks would be used to
actively shut down the reactor).

The NRC has yet to adequately investigate this event and still cannot answer the most basic questions about it: (1) when
did the operators first become aware the reactor was no longer critical, (2) why did the operators informally rely on
Xenon-135 to keep the reactor from inadvertently restarting, and (3) why did the operators not inform the utility's upper
management that the reactor had passively shut down.

Vir,
Larry
-~-------

Lawrence S. Criscione,
(573) 230-3959
n Human experience shows that people/ not organizations or management systems/ get things done.
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